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www.riselearning.org 

Winter 2017 

LOOK for classes with a border. They are 

NEW for this semester. We hope you 

enjoy them. If you have questions please 

call us from 8a.m.—3p.m. Mon—Thurs.  

Marion  480.377.4262   

Stacee 480.377.4296 
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From the President………..  

Your RISE Governing Council 

President, 

Sue Fitzsimons 

Happy 20th Birthday to RISE!  RISE celebrated 20 years of existence as an organization in 2016. Our organization with the 

supportive partnership of the Maricopa County Community Colleges has offered years of learning opportunities 

especially to West Valley residents. Thank you originators and Rio Salado College! 

Have you tried out any online Universal Classes?  Your RISE membership allows you to choose from over 500 credit and 

non-credit classes.  You may take these on your computer in the comfort of your home or at any computer.  Some of the 

classes are for certification in job fields, but others are for your personal enrichment. You can brush up on Algebra, 

study acrylic painting, or learn a computer technique.  The process is easy to access following the steps in our catalog or 

by contacting our RISE assistant. 

I encourage you to consider completing an application for joining the RISE Governing Council. The 9 member council 

meets monthly to oversee the RISE program. Applications are enclosed in the catalog.  Members serve for two year 

terms, so each year we have 4-5 positions to fill.  Elections are held at our annual membership meeting which will be 

Feb. 24.  A light lunch will be served prior to the meeting, RSVP required.    

Thank you presenters! Our presenters are all volunteers and each year we honor them at a luncheon in the spring.  Last 

year we had a wild time giving a great variety of gift baskets with donated items from members.  You can show your 

appreciation and be a part of the thank you by donating items for the baskets.  Check the catalog details and bring your 

items to RISE during the two weeks identified. 

Welcome to the many new members we have enrolled during the fall session.  Want to help out?  Sign up to be a 

greeter and welcome fellow members coming to class.  It requires that you come 30 minutes prior to class and welcome 

members as they come through the lobby on their way to class. You can volunteer by putting your name on the sign up 

sheet located on the bulletin board outside the Coordinator’s office. 

A big thank you to all of you for wearing your membership badges to class.  It helps us to get to know one another and 

assures that memberships are current. Thank you for your willingness to help as we establish new procedures and new 

routines.   Last year we implemented on line registration procedures and that process now works very smoothly for 

members.  We will continue to help those of you who do not have computer access for registration.  I appreciate your 

understanding and patience in implementing change to make our organization as efficient as possible. 
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MEET YOUR COUNCIL 

2016-2017   
RISE is governed by its own elected officers and  

is operated in accordance with its own Constitution. 

Sue Fitzsimons, President           Gordon Rosier  
Elected 2012 - 2016                      1st Vice President 
Executive Committee             Elected 2013, 2015 
Ex-Officio to all committees            Technology Chair        
               Executive Committee  

 

       

      

 

 

  

 

 

 

                                                           

                                                                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

  

  Bill Blaker               JR Reese 
  Council Member              Past President 
  Elected 2016               Elected 2007-2015 

   Martha Rugg 
   Council Member 
   Elected 2015  

Sharon Weinblatt                 Kay Gasser  
Treasurer                                    Secretary 
Executive Committee          Executive Committee 
Appointed 2016          Elected 2016 

George Marshall 
Council Member 
Appointed 2016 
Elected 2014 
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Things to know – there are some important facts here – take a peek! 

   

 Classes typically run 2 hours, however, our presenters have the option to end early if they desire. 
Most sessions will be noted in the catalog if they are scheduled less than two hours.  

 If there are seats open in a FULL class, please note that preference is always given to paid RISE 
members FIRST then to guests. Classes fill up- but that doesn’t mean you can’t get a seat! Show 
up a few minutes early in the lobby and check in with RISE staff to see if a seat has opened up.  

  If a class is canceled, or postponed, we make every effort to notify the members as soon as we 
become aware. We use the contact information we have on file, so please keep your information 
updated. We are not always able to contact our members before the class begins. We do update 
our website and Facebook page immediately with notifications of cancelations and 
postponements, so be sure to check for up-to-the-minute updates.  

 We post updates on the bulletin board in the “RISE” hallway, as well as making class 
announcements, to keep members “in the know”. 

 The Winter semester begins on January 9th and ends on March 10th.  

 Dues expire on June 30th. Please join for 2016-2017 to enjoy our winter and spring classes. Dues 

are $65. Charter member’s dues remain at the previous rate.  A membership form is on page  13 

of the catalog. 

 You may renew your membership beginning in March. You may renew with a credit card by 

telephone.  A renewal form will be in the spring catalog or you may stop at the front desk.  

 You can now receive a Federal Tax Deduction when you contribute to RISE. It’s easy- just call 

     480.377.4262 for more information. 

 As always, if you have any questions, check the website or contact a RISE staff member! 

                                                       www.riselearning.org 

 

RISE will be CLOSED January 16th, February 20th and March 16-17th. 

 

The Winter semester will begin Monday, January 9th 

Registration begins December 16th at 9a.m. online or in person at RISE. 

 

 

 

  

  

 

http://www.riselearning.org
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RISE DISCLAIMER 
Welcome to RISE. We hope you enjoy the classes we have provided for you this semester. We try to cover a 
variety of topics and include different perspectives. RISE/Rio Salado College, neither endorses nor opposes 
the information presented in classrooms. We provide it as a purely educational experience allowing you, the 
member, to determine the value of the content. Any views or opinions expressed are solely those of the 
presenter and do not necessarily represent those of RISE Learning for Life. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CROWD RELEASE 

By attending classes and entering the classrooms of Rio Salado/RISE you are consenting to be interviewed, 

photographed or recorded by audio and/or video. You are also permitting the release of any of the above for 

publication or reproduction for webcasts, promotional purposes or advertising on websites, social media or 

any other purposes. You waive any claims for payment or royalties in connection to use of same. You have 

been fully informed of your consent, waiver of liability and release before entering the event.  
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Coordinators corner … 
Happy Winter Semester at RISE! We continue our history presentations with Rick Wambaugh. He provided an overview of 

the Indians of Arizona in the fall and will now narrow his series to include the Navajo, the Pueblo and Pai and in the 

spring, the Apache and Tohono O’odham tribes. We received rave reviews for Rick’s overview class so be sure to sign up 

early for the individual tribes classes series.  

Bill Blaker, Ph.D will provide a three class presentation on diseases that changed the world. He then moves on to Critical 
Thinking. Practically every argument someone uses to convince you of something can be   clarified by using logic, simple 
statistics and breaking complex problems into simpler ones.   
 
Bonnie Saunders Ph.D will present two classes, the U. S. Constitution and a second series on Immigration in the U.S. Both 
are fascinating topics and Bonnie, who is a perennial favorite is sure to keep the flow of information and discussion inter-
esting.  
 
Steve Kahn is back with Basic Computers and will teach Basic Computers II in the spring. He will also do two presentations 
on Ebay, one on how to sell and the second on how to buy. Who knew there were tricks to buying on Ebay? Come learn 
how to make more money selling or pay less buying.  
 
We expand our cancer video with Concetta Newman, R.N. Join her this semester for the Global Quest series as well as 
classes on how to read labels. She will share lots of great information. 
 
Barbara Siddall will lead a discussion on the three major religions of the world, Christianity, Judaism and Islam. This is a 
two part series that includes video on the beginning of religion as we know it and its development to our modern times.  
 
Of course, we have old favorites, too—art, Tai Chi, AZ Law and the Edgar Cayce series.  
 
Thanks to all who are wearing their RISE badge. It makes everyday fun as we learn new names to go with familiar faces. If 
you are just arriving in our sunny climes, be sure to stop at the front desk or the RISE office to pick up your badge. This is 
your admittance to RISE classes. As always, thanks to all of you who make our days so sunny and bright. RISE is a special 
place because of what it is and because of all of you.  
 
On a personal note, I will be leaving RISE. My husband and I have decided to move to SC to be close to our children and 
grandkids. Each of you has made everyday at RISE special for me. I will truly miss your smiling faces. You have provided 
me a most wonderful two years. I hope to see you when I snow bird back to Arizona.  
 

 

Marion  

& Stacee 
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RISE BADGES  
 
Your RISE badge is you admission ticket to RISE classes. We ask that you wear it at all times 
when you are in the building. We will be providing gentle reminders if you arrive without 
yours. If you forget your badge please see Marion or Stacee who will give you a temporary 
badge for the day. Please be patient as we transition to this new requirement. 
 
If you have an existing badge please pick up your year sticker on your next trip to RISE. You 
will be required to place this on your badge. If you like, bring your badge to RISE and we will 
do it for you.    
 
For all of you who signed up for a new badge because yours was lost or damaged you may 
pick it up at the Rio Salado front desk. You will notice that there is a sticker on the badge 
signifying that you are a current member of RISE. This lets us know that you are entitled to all 
the benefits that your RISE membership provides.  
 
During Winter registration on December 16th and during the 1st and 2nd weeks of classes we 
will be set up in the lobby with year stickers for current badges and to pass out badges to 
those who requested new ones.  
 
 
Remember – wear your badge and get to know your fellow RISE members. 

 

 

      

  

   
  

 

Wear Your Badge     

                         At RISE   

 

     2017 
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Registration for Fall classes begins  

Friday, December 16th at 9a.m. 
 

You can register for classes, as well as check out the latest class information and updates on our 

website.  http://www.riselearning.org/ 

REGISTER FOR CLASSES ONLINE 
Reminder: Your dues must be CURRENT in order to register. 

Go to: http://www.riselearning.org 

  

 Select “Sign In”       

 Enter your Username and Password   Username is your name; first and last with no spaces, all lower 

case, Password is the word password 

 Enter Class Number under “Course Finder” or enter a “Keyword”, then select the blue search logo                      

 If Class Number or Keyword is unknown, select “View all our courses” for a complete list  

 Select desired Class by clicking directly on the class name 

 Click the green “Click Me to Register for this Class” button 

 A green message will appear that says “Successfully registered” at the top of the page 

If registering for more classes, select “Register For Another Class” button. 

  

Front Desk 480-377-4251 

Stacee Himes, RISE Assistant                                             Marion Kammauf, RISE Coordinator      

480-377-4296                                480-377-4262                                      

stacee.himes@riosalado.edu                                                     marion.kammauf@riosalado.edu 

http://www.riselearning.org/
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Annual Meeting 
12535 W. Smokey Drive, Surprise, Arizona 85378 
Friday, February 24, 2016 

12:00 Noon 

Light luncheon will be served 

Please RSVP by February 17th: 480-377-4296 

Or to stacee.himes@riosalado.edu 

 

Rio Salado Lifelong Learning Center 

Your vote is important! 

Election of  members to the Governing Council 

 

If you are interested in seeking election to the Council, please fill out the 

application form which is on the opposite page. 
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RISE Governing Council Application 

 

We are seeking members to serve on the RISE Governing Council. The Council is a policy making group for RISE. 
If you would like to be considered for election, please return the application, including a brief bio of yourself. The 
Nominating Committee will review the applications in late January. Elections will be held at the RISE Annual 
Meeting on February 24, 2017. 

  

To be eligible to run as a candidate for the Governing Council, an individual must be a member of RISE 3 months 
prior to the annual meeting.  

 

RISE Governing Council Member Responsibilities 

 

The Nominee must have a desire to work with people and promote RISE. After election by the general 
membership at the Annual meeting, or appointment as an alternate, the new Governing Council member has the 
following responsibilities: 

 

To have current membership status. 

To attend regular Governing Council meetings and other meetings and functions throughout the year. 

To be aware of Parliamentary Procedure, be informed on the issues, and initiate and vote on motions. 

To serve on committees and participate fully. 

To have the ability to use contemporary communications. 

 

Submit your answers to the following questions, as well as your personal information, in the body of an 
email and send to suef46@cox.net, by January 13th. (Or hand deliver a hard copy on separate sheet of 

paper to the RISE office.) 

 

Why do you wish to serve on the Governing Council?  

   

What qualities and background experience would you bring to the council? 

 

Provide a brief bio including your education, career and leadership experiences.  
  

 

 

Name___________________________________________Date_____________ 

 

Address_________________________________________Phone____________ 

 

Email address______________________________________________________ 
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NEW MEMBERS—How to Join RISE 

 It's Easy.  And only $65 per year (July 1—June 30)   

Join now and your membership is good through June 2017! 

We're glad to see that you are interested in joining RISE! To do so, please come into the Rio 

Salado Lifelong Learning Center located at 12535 W. Smokey Drive (next to the Windmill 

Inn).  The front desk staff will be happy to set up your membership, give you a new member 

folder that includes a membership card, and give you a chance to see the Rio Salado campus 

where our classes are held. We like the personal touch, and your coming in to join gives us a 

chance to meet you! 

To join by mail, complete the application on the next page and mail your check and application 

to the address above.  No checks will be accepted without an application. You can pick up your 

New Member folder when you come into RISE. 

Membership year runs July 1st through June 30th for only $65 per year.  After you pay your dues 

there are no charges for classes. Rise adheres to the Rio Salado “No Refunds” policy.   We look 

forward to meeting  you! Dues can be paid by check, cash, credit or debit card. (Exact change 

please, if you bring cash.) 

Current members who will be renewing please see renewal page.  

We hope to see you soon! 

TELEPHONE NUMBERS TO REMEMBER:  

Rio Salado Front Desk 480-377-4251      Stacee Himes, Assistant  480-377-4296  

Marion Kammauf, Coordinator 480-377-4262  
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 RISE Learning for Life 

Rio Salado College Lifelong Learning Center 

12535 W. Smokey Drive, Surprise, AZ 85378 

480-377-4251 

NEW MEMBER APPLICATION  ($65 per year per member) 

I/We wish to become member/s of RISE Learning for Life:  Membership from July 1- June 30   

Name(s): Mr. (first)_______________________(middle init.)_________(last)____________________________________    

 

        Ms./Mrs. (first)_______________________(middle init.)_________(last)____________________________________

(Please use complete legal name. No nicknames.) 

 

 Address______________________________ City_______________ State_____  Zip_________ 

 Phone: Mr. ____________________________Ms./Mrs.________________________________ 

   Cell :_________________________________Cell :___________________________________ 

E-Mail: Mr._____________________________Ms./Mrs.________________________________  

(Contact office if any of the information above changes. RISE adheres to the Rio Salado no refund policy.) 

    Birthday: Mr.:  Month_____ Day____ Year____         Ms./Mrs.: Month_____ Day____ Year____   

     (Please furnish complete information so Rio’s Student Information System can distinguish between similar 

names.) 

Year round resident? Yes   No          From  ___________ To_________  (months)                

If No, Second Address 

___________________________________________________________________________   

Are you in the U.S. on a Visa? Yes   No    If so, what type? _____________ 

How did you hear about RISE? __________________________________________________ 

MEMBERSHIP #’s  Mr._____________     Mrs. _____________ 

     

 

 

Office use only 

Data entered by:_______Pymt entered by:_______ 

Made copy of chk:________  Checked by:________ 

Membership 

YEAR 

DATE PYMT TYPE                         
Chk # , Cash , CC Name 

AMOUNT INITIALS REMARKS: 

      

OFFICE USE ONLY 

Former Member? Member #: 

(Use renewal form.) 
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RISE Committees: 
 
The Curriculum Committee supports the seven track learning model.  They work closely with the Coordinator to 
offer ideas for new and different class subjects, including contacting potential presenters.  They honor 
presenters at a yearly luncheon. 
 
The Social Committee works with the different committees to provide food and beverages for the requested 
events.  Events include the New Member socials, the Annual Membership Meeting, the Presenters’ Luncheon, 
and Class Registration days.  Chairperson needed. 
 
The  Volunteer Committee finds volunteers to assist committees with activities such as greeting members at the 
beginning of classes, sealing catalogs, stuffing envelopes, helping members register, delivering catalogs to 
sites, and assisting at special RISE events.  Chairperson needed. 
 
The Public Relations/Marketing Committee represents RISE at public events and works with Rio Salado to 
effectively market RISE in surrounding communities.  Press releases and social media campaigns are 
conducted.  Members with background and expertise in technology, graphic design, fundraising, writing, 
speaking, and community relations are appreciated. 
 
The Membership Committee promotes new memberships, analyzes trends, and assists with member renewals.  
They hold New Member socials, prepare new member folders, and help distribute member name tags.  
Chairperson needed. 
 
The Finance Committee monitors the RISE budget monthly, as well as sets a yearly budget for the organization. 
 
The Technology Committee identifies technologies that enhance the operational management of RISE, handles 
concerns with the website, and oversees registration. 
 Feel free to sit in on a meeting of any committee prior to joining. 

  We       Our 

Teamwork divides the task and multiplies the success!  
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 YES!  I WOULD LIKE TO HELP MAKE RISE EVEN BETTER 

 
NAME:______________________________________________________ 

 
PHONE NUMBER:____________________________________________ 

 
EMAIL:______________________________________________________ 

 

VOLUNTEER AREAS I CAN HELP WITH: 

Curriculum Committee:  

Presenters’ Luncheon  - Last Friday in March 

 _____Order food for luncheon      _____Design center pieces 

_____Decorate tables                    _____Create baskets for raffle 

 _____Greet Presenters   _____Sign in Presenters  

 _____Distribute raffle tickets  _____Clean up following event 

Social Committee: Open Position Chair Person 

 The Social Committee tasks are listed under the specific committees 

Volunteer Committee: Open Position Chair Person 

 _____Greeters, arrive 30 minutes prior to class 

 _____Taping catalogs (4 times a year) 

Public Relations and Marketing Committee:  

 _____Represent RISE at vendor events 

 _____Create new Public Relations material 

 _____Proofread ads 

 _____Deliver catalogs to libraries, etc. 

Technology Committee: 

 Registration Days  - September, December, March 

 _____Purchase food for registration days  _____Setup food and make coffee 

 _____Assist with sign in of members to register  _____Clean up following event 

 _____Assist with registration of members, requires knowledge of computers 
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Membership Committee:  

 New Member Socials   - November, January 

 _____Purchase food for social   _____Setup food and make coffee 

 _____Design center pieces  _____Decorate tables 

 _____Greet Members   _____Clean up following event 

         

 New Member Procedures 

 _____Prepare folders as needed             _____ Prepare envelopes for dues renewals 

               _____Assist with membership name tag distribution 

 

 Annual Meeting  - Last Friday in February 

 _____Order food for Social  _____Design center pieces 

_____Decorate tables   _____Greet Members 

 _____Clean up following event  _____Ballots – distribute, collect and count 

 

Committee Meeting Schedules: 

Curriculum Meetings are held the 1st Tuesday of the month at noon 

PR/Marketing Meetings are held the 3rd Wednesday of the month at 3 pm 

 
Chair Contact Info: 

Curriculum Committee: Bonnie Saunders Bonniesaun@aol.com and  Nancy Elbert nanann1@cox.net 

PR/Marketing Committee:   

Technology Committee:  Gordon Rosier   fifisdads@msn.com 

 

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO RISE or the RIO FRONT DESK 

THANKS! WE LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH YOU 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:Bonniesaun@aol.com
mailto:nanann1@cox.net
mailto:fifisdads@msn.com
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                      Be Our Guest!   

Please use this Guest Pass to try a class at RISE. 

 

You may come to one class or attend one session of a multi-session course and try us out! We think you will love 

RISE and want to become a member. You may use one Guest Pass Fall through Spring semesters.  

 

Complete the Guest Pass below and present it to the RISE staff upon your arrival. Our staff will approve and initial 

your pass. If we have extra seats in the class, you are welcome to join our members for the presentation.  

 

The RISE Guest Pass does not guarantee you a seat. Some of our more popular classes may be full and, due to fire 

code capacities, we will be unable to seat you.  

 

Please call RISE at 480.377.4296 or 480.377.4262 with any questions. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Guest Pass 
 

NAME______________________________________________________ Present to RISE staff upon arrival. 

 

ADDRESS___________________________________________________________________________ 

May attend one class/one session of a series if open seats are available. One pass per guest September 

through May.  

 ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

        (Class number, name and date) 

May we contact you? ___ Yes   ___ No 

 

Phone: __________________________ Approved by RISE_________________________________  

  

Rio Salado College Lifelong Learning Center Authorized by: RISE Governing Council1 

2535 W. Smokey Drive 

Surprise AZ  85378                                                           This pass expires on June 30, 2017                                                  

(480) 377-4296 

Revised 12/2015 
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WE NEED YOUR HELP! 

As you know, RISE wouldn’t be the success it is without the countless 

volunteered hours of our amazing presenters. 

HERE’S YOUR CHANCE TO SAY 

THANK YOU! 

You can show your thanks by donating your *new* items towards the following 

themed gift baskets. (These are just some suggestions, be creative!) 

Pet Lovers 

(TREATS, LEASHES, TOYS, SHAMPOOS ETC)  

Kitchen/GRILLING 

(COOKING UTENSILS, gadgets, SPICES, RECIPE BOOKS ETC) 

Gardening 

(SEEDS, GLOVES, TROWEL, SUN HAT ETC) 

Travel 

(LUGGAGE TAG, TRAVEL PILLOW, sunblock) 

A Night In 

(BOARD GAMES/CARDS, DVD, POPCORN, THROW, WINE ETC) 

Wine lovers 

(Wine, chocolate, corkscrew, stopper) 

Automotive 

(Car wax, bucket, clothes, air freshener) 

Tailgaters 

(Picnic blanket, sports memorabilia, beer/snacks) 

Book lovers 

(Books, bookmarks, tea, candles) 

Donations will be accepted during the weeks of February 6th– March 3rd. 

Not sure what to donate?  Gift cards  and cash donations are always welcome!  
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 Class#   MONDAY 

201 Power of Music 
202 Diseases that Changed History 
203 Current Events 
204 Reflex Integration 
205 Reverse Mortgages 
206  Writing Killer Firsts 
207  Embracing Change 
208   Ghandi, King, Mandela 
209  Wonders of China 
210  Critical Thinking Skills 
211  Ancient Grains 
212  Annuities A-Z 
213  Fun with Math Notable Numbers II 
214  What Matters Most 
215  Fun With Math: Stories from Long Ago 
 
 
Class#   TUESDAY 

220  Memory Training 
221  A Matter of Balance 
222  Spiritual Growth 
223  Medicare Advantage 
224  Three Faiths: One God 
225  The Mighty Navajo 
226  Computers- The Very Basics 
227  Triggers Points 
228  Modern and Contemporary Women Artists  
229  Watercolor Arizona Butterflies 
230  Cancer Video Series 
231  Cowboy Artists 
232  Long Term Care 
233  Rock Talk 
234  Memory Training 
235  Water in the Southwest 
236  The Pueblo and the Pai 
237  Invisible Illness 
238  Trigger Points 
239  Karma 
240  Lesser Known Destinations 
241  Secrets of RMDs 
242  Living through Forgiving 
 

 

 Class#  WEDNESDAY  

245  Major Attractions 
246  Tai Chi Essentials 
247  Tai Chi Ruler 
248  Arizona Law 
249  Theosophy 
250  Five Element Acupuncture 
251  The Constitution and its Relevancy 
252  Life Reimagined 
253  Early Women Artists 
254  Write Your Own Obit 
255  The Anasazi and Beyond 
256  Digital Homeopathy 
257  Immigration 
258  EBay Buy and Sell 
259  Life Redirected 
260  1936 Olympics 
261  Reverse Mortgages 
 
 
 
Class#   THURSDAY 
 
265  Healthiest Year of Your Life 
266  How to Read Food Labels 
267  Paleo Eating 
268  Awakening the Spiritual Destiny of the US 
269  Islamic Art 
270  Emerson and Smith- Forerunners of the Future 
271  Diego Rivera 
272  Xeriscaping 
273  How to Read Personal Care Labels 
274  Spring Equinox 
275  The Role of ISIS 
276  Healing Digestive Disorders 
277  Byzantine Art 
278  Laws of Attraction 
279  Interactive Senior Workshop 
280  Balancing the Eternal Feminine and Masculine 
281  Homeopathy 201 
282  H20 Conservation 
283  Best Ways to Face the Coming Changes 
284  Whole Body Cleansing 
285  Native American LGBT 
286  How Karma Works 

Classes by DAY  
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 Class#  FRIDAY 

290  Physician in You 
291  Myers Briggs 
292  Intro Homeopathy 
293  Chronic Pain 
294  Physician in You 
295  Spiritual Regression 
296  Metabolism Problems 
297  End of Life Workshop 
298  Physician in You 
 
 
Class # BOOK CLUBS 

901  Non Fiction Book Club 
902  Hooked on Books 
904 Cover to Cover Book Club 
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(NS)  Natural Science 
235 Water in the Southwest 
272 Xeriscaping 
282 H2O Conservation 
 
(HW) Health and Wellness 
 
202 Diseases That Changed History 
204 Reflex Integration 
211 Ancient Grains 
220 / 234Memory Training 
221  A Matter of Balance 
227 / 238 Trigger Points 
230 Cancer Video Series 
232 Long Term Care 
237 Invisible Illness 
246 Tai Chi Essentials 
247 Tai Chi Ruler 
250 Five Element Acupuncture 
256 Digital Homeopathy 
259 Life Redirected 
265 Healthiest Year of Your Life 
266 How to Read Food Labels 
267 Paleo Eating 
273 How to Read Personal Care Labels 
274 Spring Equinox 
276 Healing Digestive Disorders 
274 Interactive Senior Workshop 
281 Homeopathy 201 
284 Whole Body Cleansing 
290 / 294 / 298 Physician in You 
292 Intro to Homeopathy Study Group 
293 Chronic Pain Solutions 
296 Metabolism Problems Solutions 
 
 
(RS)  Religion & Spirituality 
 
222 Spiritual Growth 
224 Three Faiths One God 
239 Karma 
242 Living Through Forgiving 
249 Theosophy 
268 Awakening the Spiritual Destiny of the US 
270 Emerson and Smith: Forerunners of the Future 
275 The Role of ISIS, Sophia & Mary 
278 Laws of Attraction 
280 Balancing the Eternal Feminine and Masculine 
283 Best Ways to Face the Coming Changes 
286 How Karma Works 
295 Spiritual Regression 

(T) Technology 
 
226 Computers– The Very Basics 
 
(SS) Social Science 
 
203 Current Events 
207 Embracing Change 
208 Ghandi, King, Mandela 
209 Wonders of China 
210 Critical Thinking Skills 
213 Fun with Math Notable Numbers II 
214 What Matters Most 
215 Fun with Math—Number Stories of Long Ago 
225 The Mighty Navajo 
236 The Pueblo and the Pai 
240 Lesser Known Destinations 
245 Major AZ Attractions 
251 The Constitution and its Relevancy 
252  Life Reimagined 
257  Immigration 
260 1936 Olympics 
285 Native American LGBT  
291 Myers Briggs Personality Test 
297 End of Life Workshop 
 
(A) The Arts 
 
201 The Power of Music 
206 Writing Killer Firsts 
228 Modern and Contemporary Women Artists 
229 Watercolor Arizona Butterflies 
231 Cowboy Artists 
253 Early Women Artists 
254 Writing Your Own Obit 
255 The Anasazi and Beyond 
269 Islamic Art 
271 Diego Rivera 
277 Byzantine Art 
 
(F) Finance 
 
205 / 261 Reverse Mortgages 
212 Annuities A-Z 
223 Medicare Advantage Disenrollment 
241 Secrets of RMDs 
248 Arizona Law 
258 eBay Buy and Sell 
 
(NS)  Natural Science 
 
233 Rock Talk 

Classes By Track 
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RISE Learning for Life, is pleased to announce the introduction of Universal Class, a unique and powerful 

new online learning and continuing education service.         

         

RISE members join over 300,000 students around the world have benefited from Universal Class’ unique 

instructional technologies. With real instructors guiding the learning, engaging video-based lessons, a 

collaborative learning environment, (graded lesson tests and certificates of achievement, if needed) and 

Continuing Education Units available for selected courses, students enjoy an engaging and measurable 

learning experience that helps them satisfy their curiosity and/or master their goals.  

  

With a growing catalog of over 500 courses, Universal Class offers RISE members a unique online education 
experience. Universal Class offers courses in Exercise and Fitness, Entrepreneurship, Arts and Music, Home 
and Garden Care, Cooking, Computers and Technology, Health and Medicine, Homeschooling, Job 
Assistance, Law and Legal, Parenting and Family, Pet and Animal Care…plus 100’s  and 100’s more. 

UNIVERSAL CLASS REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS 

Go to riselearning.org and log in to your account 

Click the UNIVERSAL CLASS tab  

Click on the “Click here to register” link 

You will be directed to the Universal Class registration website 

You will be prompted to “Enter you Library Card Number” 

**NOTE** your library card number is your 4 digit RISE member number!  

Click the green “GO” button 

Step 1. Choose Username and Password- You will create a username and password. This is what you will 

log into the Universal Class website with  

Step 2. Enter Email Address- You will need a valid email address to access Universal Class 

Step 3. Enter Member Information- You will be prompted to enter your personal information 

Final Steps- Agree to the Terms of Service and click “Continue” 

You are now registered for Universal Class and may begin selecting courses! 

*Before selecting your courses you will need to verify your email.  
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MONDAY CLASSES 

The Power of Music (A) #201      Ron Hoffman 
Monday 10a.m. Jan 9, 23, 30; Feb 6, 13, 27 
 
Music is far more than just organized sound. Music weaves itself around and through all of our lives. It taps into our 
hearts, lends a voice to our memories, and carves indelible images into our memories. A tune may lift our spirits or bring 
tears to our eyes. The right score helps to carry us through a favorite film. One chord might unlock melodies and verses 
that were thought to be long forgotten. We are immersed in music every day from birth to our final days. Come and 
investigate the music of our lives.  
Required Supplies- Colored Pencils 

Diseases that Changed History (HW) #202    Dr. Wm. Blaker 
Monday 10a.m.  Jan 9, 23, 30 
 
The plague (a bacterial infection), smallpox (a viral infection), and scurvy (a vitamin deficiency) no longer have 
widespread prevalence today.  But in their heyday, they each had profound influences on human history which far 
outlasted them.  This course will look at the biological and medical basis of each of these diseases and then see what 
social, political, and economic roles each played in influencing historical developments and events. 

Current Events (SS) #203      Presenter:  Group    

Monday 10a.m. Jan 9, 23, 30; Feb 6, 13, 27; Mar 6       Class limited to 30 members.  

The group will meet weekly to discuss the current events of the day. Be prepared to actively participate as we debate the 
pros and cons of the topics selected by the group. We will discuss the previous week’s news as well as other events 
happening around the globe. The remainder of our time will be spent discussing the items or topics currently in the 
public eye; local, state and national. Each participant is encouraged to bring a topic to discuss. We will decide the weekly 
topics by vote of the group with the first topic being the one which garners the most votes. If you enjoy brisk and lively 
debate, this is the group for you. Each week a different member will facilitate the class – be ready to volunteer. 

Class limited to 30 members.  

Reflex Integration (HW) #204      Kim Childress 
Monday 1p.m. Jan 9       Limit 20 
 
Our reflexes allow us to survive and thrive as infants.  They move into the background, but continue to benefit us as 
adults. The aging process affects the health and strength of our neural pathways and decreases the body's natural ability 
to utilize our reflexes for our well-being.  Any person at any age can benefit from reflex integration. The many benefits 
include emotional health, self-regulation, motor-planning, balance and visual processing. Limit 20 
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Writing Killer Firsts (A) #206      Kris Tualla 
Monday 1p.m. Jan 23 
 

In this interactive presentation we will look at writing first sentences and first pages that will hook readers and pull them 
into your story. In an era where readers can "look inside the book" before buying, authors don't have the luxury of 
sauntering out of the gate.  
**Bring examples of your work for feedback.** 

Embracing Change (SS)  #207      Shirley Mahood 
Monday 1p.m. Jan 23 
 
As we know the only constant is change, but that does not always make it easy to deal with, to put it mildly.  And by the 
time we are eligible to be RISE participants, we have all seen many changes, some of them good, but perhaps many not so 
good.  Control is a big issue for some, a need to feel in charge and life has a way of challenging that ability to have things 
go our way.  Join Shirley Mahood, author, international speaker, and frequent RISE presenter in a discussion of the ways 
we can learn to embrace the changes in our lives. 

Reverse Mortgages – Separating Fact from Fiction (F)  #205  Rex Duffin 
Monday 1p.m. Jan 9 
 
What are Reverse Mortgages the options and how they can benefit you? If you or your loved ones are 62 or better this 
class is for you.  For many seniors their home is their largest asset.  Learn how a Reverse Mortgage can be used to tap 
into that asset to provide immediate cash. An income stream, a line of credit or combination of both.  We will also touch 
briefly on how the tax-free proceeds can be used as part of a comprehensive plan to provide financial security for 
seniors. We will be exploring the four myths about Reverse Mortgages and answer questions such as:  How is Reverse 
Mortgages different from standard home equity loans?  Why are they recently so popular? How your heirs will obtain 
inheritance will be discussed.  Whether you are considering a Reverse Mortgage for yourself or a family member this 
class will provide the in-depth information you should know.  Questions will be welcomed! 

Gandhi, King, Mandela,       John Hartnedy 
and Nonviolence in our Modern World (SS) #208      
Monday 1p.m. Jan 30; Feb 13 
 
This two session course will walk through the history of Nonviolence and its practical application in the modern 
world.  The father of modern Nonviolence is Gandhi.  Gandhi took the practice of Nonviolence and turned it into not only 
a proper noun, but even more so a passionate verb.  The practice of Nonviolence is not passive, but passionately 
active.  We will then examine Martin Luther King.  Dr. King gives a Western and Christian application of Nonviolence. 
Nelson Mandela's use of Nonviolence will be explored as one of the most modern applications of the practice.  In the 
second session we will examine the problem of violence in the United States and the world general.  We will examine 
Nonviolence as a possible alternative, and solution, to the current world’s condition.   
There are two goals in this course: 1. Discover the commonalities of the philosophy of Nonviolence across generations, 
cultures, countries and religious faith.  2.  Discover the practical application of Nonviolence in the modern world, a world 
being torn apart by violence.   
Nonviolence is a practice, a way of life. This course will provide the knowledge you need to make an informed decision 
regarding the role of Nonviolence in your life. 
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The Wonders of China (SS) #209     Mark Brown 
Monday 1p.m. Jan 30 
 
Explore the marvels of China and travel through a land bursting with history, mystery and allure. While parts of China 
remain secluded and separated, there are hints of a society long steeped in tradition and ready to be investigated. 
Our journey begins in Beijing, a city for over the past 1,000 years that served as the main residence for three major 
dynasties. We’ll discover secrets of the Forbidden City, the Temple of Heaven, Tiananmen Square, Olympic Park, and 
outside of the city, the Great Wall. 
Hop on a bullet train and head down to Shanghai, once a small fishing village and now one of the great centers of 
commerce and architecture. We’ll walk along the Bund, a row of neo-classical buildings inspired by Western enterprise, 
and stroll the Yuyuan Gardens, built in the 16th century. 
Off to the airport and a flight to Xi’an. Here, we’ll uncover one of the most important archaeological finds in the world. It’s 
the attraction of Bingmayong, the underground army of terracotta warriors. With over 7,000 figures, from soldiers, horses 
and officers holding spears, this treasure was discovered in 1974 by peasants digging a well. 
We’ll explore the mysterious Huanshan mountains, conclude with a stop in Hong Kong, vibrant with shopping, cuisine and 
traverse through an archipelago that makes up the city proper. 

Critical Thinking Skills (SS) #210      Dr. Wm. Blaker 
Monday 10 a.m.  Feb 6, 13, 27 
 
Don't be the victim of statements and conclusions that sound reasonable on the surface, but are actually misleading or 
just plain false.  Practically every argument someone uses to convince you of something in almost every walk of life can 
be analyzed and clarified by at least one of the tools presented in this course that anyone can master.  Using case 
studies and media releases, we will get practice using logic, employing simple statistics, understanding word origins, 
breaking complex problems into simpler ones, recognizing rhetorical approaches, interpreting graphs correctly, and 
appreciating the diversity of ethical systems.  Maybe not everyone in life is trying to trick you, but this course will help 
you identify the ones that are. 

Ancient Grains (HW) #211      Jeannette Vaupel 
Monday 1 p.m. Feb 6 
 
If you are faced with health challenges &/or enjoy trying new dishes, this class will satisfy both those situations. Focus 
will be on how to incorporate quinoa, amaranth, coconut, & almond flours and gluten-free oats into your favorite 
recipes. It is not always possible to substitute cup for cup (especially fibrous coconut flour) in order to avoid 
disappointing results. Tips on stocking your pantry, refrigerator, and freezer with all the healthiest ingredients will be 
included. Using some of the foods that our ancestors ate can help with low glycemic eating and often leads to weight 
loss since they do not promote high blood sugar. This class includes tasting some of your favorites treats made with the 
ancient grains. Yum! 

Annuities A – Z  (F) #212      Robert Corbin 
Monday 1p.m. Feb 6     
 
This workshop will not be a promotion of any company or product, but rather an educational forum to gain important 
knowledge of the following: 
Determining if an annuity is right for you based on your needs and wants 
Common pitfalls that can often go unrecognized when purchasing an annuity 
What products accomplish certain specific goals, and how to determine what type of annuity may best compliment your 
objectives 
How to determine if your present annuity is performing the way it should, and what options you may have to increase 
your performance 
What are the tax advantages of annuities and the most common mistakes made that may hurt you rather then help 
The new generation of annuities, and how they are changing the way many people think about annuities 
Your questions answered (Rob will be happy to answer questions during this seminar) 
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Fun with Math! Notable Numbers II (SS) #213    Janet Teeguarden 
Monday 1p.m. Feb 13 
(For folks who never thought they would use “fun” and “math” in the same sentence!) Most people are familiar with 

even and odd numbers and perhaps prime numbers, squares, or pi.  If you attended Notable Numbers I in November, 

you now also know about Kaprekar’s number, perfect numbers, happy numbers, and more.  In this session we will play 

with other “notable” numbers, such as Fibonnaci numbers, palindromic numbers, narcissistic numbers, the Golden 

Ratio, triangular numbers, and more.  Note: Notable Numbers I is NOT a prerequisite for taking this class! 

What Matters Most (SS) #214      Shirley Mahood 
Monday 1p.m. Feb 27 
 
Life can be full of challenges, and we can become so caught up in reacting to what is happening that we don't take the 
time to pay attention to the choices we are making.  Are they the best for us?   Is this what we want out of life? Join 
Shirley Mahood, author, international speaker, and frequent RISE presenter in a discussion of the ways we can get off 
the treadmill and improve the quality of our lives. 

Fun with Math: Number Stories of Long Ago* (SS) #215   Janet Teeguarden 
Monday 1p.m. Feb 27 
 
*Especially for those who never thought they would use the words “math” and “fun” in the same sentence! Most of us 
learned about Roman Numerals in grade school, and we are all familiar with the number system we use today world-
wide. But how did we get to that point? What other civilizations used numbers and which numbers did they use? Your 
teachers probably didn’t tell you about those other number systems. Come hear about the number stories and play 
with the numbers of these ancient civilizations. Supplies: Pencil and paper. Calculator is optional.  
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TUESDAY CLASSES 

Memory Health Training (HW) #220     Laurie Fox 
Tuesday 10a.m. Jan 10 
 
Have you ever wondered if you have lost your mind and didn’t know where to find it?  Can’t remember where you were 
going and what you were going to do once you got there?  You knew you came into that room for a reason, now what 
was it?  You meet your son’s in-laws parents in the store while shopping, but can’t recall their names – how 
embarrassing!  The Memory Training Class is an interactive 90 minute class for people who want to enhance and keep 
their memory strong.  There will be tips and tricks given for improving memory as well as a hand out for notes to take 
away for continued practice at home.  If you want to improve your memory this is the class for you. 

A Matter of Balance: Managing Concerns about Falls (HW) #221 Holli Bishop 
Tuesday and Thursday 10a.m. Jan 10, 12, 17, 19, 24, 26, 31; Feb 2 
 
This program is designed to reduce the fear of falling and increase activity levels among older adults. A Matter of 
Balance includes eight two-hour sessions for a small group led by a trained facilitator. This nationally recognized 
evidence based program was developed at the Roybal Center at Boston University. 
During the class, participants learn to:  View falls as controllable * Set goals for increasing activity *Make changes to 
reduce fall risk at home * Exercise to increase strength and balance 

Spiritual Growth using the Edgar Cayce Concepts (RS) #222  Bob & Rose Ferro 
Tuesday 10 a.m. Jan 10, 17, 24, 31; Feb 7, 14, 21, 28 
 
When we are asked the question “Do you know yourself?” why is it that we cannot answer “Yes”? Within each of us 
there are certainly great storehouses of abilities and capacities which we have never used. If they were manifested, we 
would see ourselves in a different light. We would understand the real function of our physical bodies in relation to our 
mental and spiritual bodies. Until we are better acquainted with ourselves, we are barriers in the way of our own 
development. 
To realize this this development we must set a standard of measurement, of valuation, of precept, and of concept. This 
growth cannot be measure by earthly standards but rather by that which we found within ourselves to be our ideal, 
knowing what we believe in, and act that way. Let us therefore, be willing to be measured; not by what we have, but by 
what we give. For the better we know ourselves the better we understand others, for all of us have similar encounters 
vital to our understanding of life. 
Join us, as Robert & Rose Ferro; students of the Edgar Cayce material for over 50 years will present and share in this 
quest.   

Medicare Advantage Dis-enrollment Period (F) #223     Marcus Moran 
Tuesday 1p.m. Jan 10 
 
As the New Year begins, few people understand that a special window exists for those looking to make a change from 
Medicare Advantage Plans back to Original Medicare, it’s called the Dis-enrollment Period. This class will explore this 
option and also review general Medicare concepts, including Part D plans and how to plan using the right Medicare 
choice for you! Having this healthcare piece of your retirement puzzle solved will make other planning decisions fall into 
place. Let us provide you with the Medicare Crib Notes for any test that might come along! 
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Three Faiths, One God: Judaism, Christianity, Islam (RS) #224  Barbara Siddall 
Tuesday 1 p.m.  Jan 10, 17                             
 
This ground - breaking documentary compares similarities and differences in religious beliefs and practices that Islam 
has with Christianity and Judaism. It also examines how people of Goodwill in the Abrahamic faith communities are 
coming to terms with historical conflicts that impact their lives today, the crisis of the fundamentalist approach to 
religious pluralism, and tearing down barriers to understanding and respect. Join us as we watch this documentary and 
discuss what we have observed and learned. 

The Mighty Navajo (SS) #225      Rick Wambach 
Tuesday 10 a.m. Jan 17 
 
A quick tour and history of the Navajo people. The largest reservation, the greatest population and a fantastic sense of 
humor. Come meet the people of the Navajo Nation.  

Computers – The Very Basics (T) #226     Steven Kahn 
Tuesdays and Thursdays 10a.m. Jan 17, 19, 24, 26; Feb 7, 9, 21, 23, 28; Mar 2 
 
Learn basic usage, not what's inside. Non-technical and for the absolute beginner. Learn how to use a mouse, keyboard 
plus turning your computer on and off the right way. Also learn about saving your work, using a printer plus much more. 
If you've been afraid before you won't be anymore! Slow-paced, non-intimidating and lots of fun! 

Trigger Points (HW) #227      Erika Lichter 
Tuesday 1p.m.  Jan 17       Limit 35 
Thursday 1p.m. Jan 19 
 
Trigger points are nothing more than tender spots in the muscles. These triggers points are most often remnants of a 
trauma; old injuries, tight neck, shoulder pain, accidents etc. just to mention a few. 
Come join us for a fun class that will teach you how to help yourself, as well as others, to ease pain and discomfort in 
your body.  
Certain exercises will be taught that correspond to trigger point physical therapy. Limit 35 
**An emphasis will be placed on hands-on instruction in class** 

Modern and Contemporary Art by Women Artists (A) #228  Allen Reamer 

Tuesday 10a.m. Jan 24 

 

We will cover modern and contemporary art styles practiced by women artists. We will discuss their lives and their art.  
We will cover the characteristics of each style and the similarities and differences of each artist within each style.  Due to 
time constraints we will only cover a few of the many women artists 
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Arizona Butterflies with Watercolor (A) #229    Allen Reamer 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 1 p.m. Jan 24, 25, 26, 31; Feb 1  

 
Arizona butterflies are beautiful and varied.  This course is for those who are new at watercolor and those who are 
experienced watercolorists.  We will take a step-by-step approach to drawing and painting butterflies.  Whether you 
have painted butterflies or not, you will be able to produce beautiful colorful butterflies using techniques and procedures 
that you will learn in this class.  We will cover tips and techniques for using watercolor.  In addition, you will learn 
techniques to produce a variety of different backgrounds and how to draw and paint bent grass and twigs for your 
butterflies to alight on.  The majority of the rest of the course will be spent in learning to draw and watercolor specific 
types of butterflies.  
You are welcome to attend even if you can only attend one or two sessions . 
  
Needed Supplies 

 Plastic sheet to cover your table 
 Non-breakable [plastic] container for water 
 #2H pencil 
 Vinyl eraser 
 140lb or heavier watercolor paper [your choice of size] 
 Soft paper towels 
 A set of watercolors – a pan set of watercolors or individual tubes 
 Small round pointed watercolor brush 
 Medium filbert watercolor brush 
 Large flat watercolor brush OR 3” or 4” flat polyester paint brush found where house paints are sold 
 Soft round sponge 
 Masking fluid OR rubber cement 

The Truth about Cancer Video Series The Global Quest (HW) #230 Concetta Newman, R.N. 
Tuesday 1p.m. Jan 24, 31; Feb 7, 14 
 
Join Connie as we continue our video docu-series on Cancer narrated by Ty Bollinger, medical researcher, health 
advocate and best-selling author. Mr. Bollinger interviews doctors, scientists, researchers and survivors to get their 
opinions, learn their protocols and hear their advice on how to treat cancer naturally. Ty Bollinger is not a medical 
doctor and all information within the videos has been gathered by him and his associates.  

Cowboy Artists of America – Part I (A) #231    Allen Reamer 
Tuesday 10a.m. Jan 31 
 
Three Arizona artists in 1964 decided to form an association in order “to authentically preserve and perpetuate the 
western life in fine art”.  The association has grown over the years.  The works of the members were exhibited at the 
Phoenix Art Museum for years.  We will examine the paintings and sculpture of some of these artists.  In addition, we 
will cover the history of the association and the art of the artists these members honored with their work. 
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Long Term Care: The Elephant in the Room (HW) #232   Marcus Moran 
Tuesday 1p.m. Jan 31     
 
Don’t mind the long term care elephant sitting in my living room . . . I’ve been hoping it will go away if I ignore it. It’s a 
problem that I don’t want to face, let alone consider. I know it must be expensive but will I even use it? My family would 
certainly help, I think. I SHOULD be fine! While most people fear the “what if”, very few actually plan for it. Let this 
course answer questions on the topic of Long Term Care using some basic educational tools to determine how your 
situation can best be protected. Remember, not everyone needs additional insurance, sometimes you just need to 
allocate what you already have, properly. When we are finished, the elephant will be gone! You will be empowered to 
make decisions! 

Rock Talk (NS) #233       Lynne & Terry Dyer 
Tuesday 10a.m. Feb 7        
 
The earth is over 70% water and that water is a mineral.  Our bodies also contain a high percentage of water.  No living 
thing can survive without water.  Water is composed of the elements H20.  Minerals are made of elements.  Rocks are 
made of minerals.  Mountains are made of rocks.   Discussions in class will cover the three types of rocks:  igneous, 
sedimentary, and metamorphic.  The class will also cover how the mining of ores and the manufacturing of almost 
everything we use involves minerals. Everything we eat, wear or use involves minerals.   

Memory Health Training (HW) #234      Laurie Fox 
Tuesday 1p.m. Feb 7 
 
Have you ever wondered if you have lost your mind and didn’t know where to find it?  Can’t remember where you were 
going and what you were going to do once you got there?  You knew you came into that room for a reason, now what 
was it?  You meet your son’s in-laws parents in the store while shopping, but can’t recall their names – how 
embarrassing!  The Memory Training Class is an interactive 90 minute class for people who want to enhance and keep 
their memory strong.  There will be tips and tricks given for improving memory as well as a hand out for notes to take 
away for continued practice at home.  If you want to improve your memory this is the class for you. 

Water in the Southwest (NS) #235     Epcor 
Tuesday 10a.m. Feb 14, 21 
 
Where does our water come from?  How do we keep growing our population in the desert?  How do water rights work 
in Arizona?  In this two part class you will learn the answers to these questions and more.  It will provide an overview of 
water and water rights as well as a discussion on aquifer recharge and possible future water regulations. 

The Pueblo and the Pai (SS) #236     Rick Wambach 
Tuesday 10 a.m. Feb 14 
 
Come and check out Arizona’s original apartment/condo inhabitants—the ancient Pueblos. And then hear about 
Arizona’s original campers and snow birds—the Pai, as in Yavapai, Havasupai, and Hualapai.  

Invisible Illness  (HW) #237              Patricia Cyr 
Tuesday 1 p.m.  Feb 14                 Class Limit 25 
 
This two-hour class will explore the challenges of living with an invisible medical condition. Various topics will be 
discussed including types of invisible illnesses, social aspects, doctor visits, accessible parking, and the pitfalls of the 
current International Wheelchair Symbol. A brief discussion period will follow each topic. This class is designed for those 
with or without invisible conditions. A handout with resources will be given out at the end of the class. 
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Trigger Points (HW) #238      Erika Lichter 
Tuesday 1p.m.  Feb 21       Limit 35 
Thursday 1p.m. Feb 23 
 
Trigger points are nothing more than tender spots in the muscles. These triggers points are most often remnants of a 
trauma; old injuries, tight neck, shoulder pain, accidents etc. just to mention a few. 
Come join us for a fun class that will teach you how to help yourself, as well as others, to ease pain and discomfort in 
your body.  
Certain exercises will be taught that correspond to trigger point PT therapy. Limit 35 
**An emphasis will be placed on hands-on instruction in class** 

Karma (RS) #239       Diana Warren, PhD 
Tuesday 1p.m. Feb 21 
 
The Universal Law of Cause and Effect produces consequences in our life.  Our thoughts, words, actions play a part in 
our karmic book.  It is a dynamic system giving us constant feedback.  Learn how to benefit from this Law and use it to 
your advantage.     

Lesser Known Destinations (SS) #240     Jeff Reed 
Tuesday 10a.m. Feb 28 
 
Come with us to learn about some of the wonderful Arizona destinations that are not so well-known, have difficult 
access, or are in remote areas of the State. TJ's Travel Club for Seniors, founded over 26 years ago, has learned about 
most of the "lesser-known" destinations. Dr. Jeff Reed, returning RISE presenter and founder of TJ's Travel Club, prides 
himself on knowing about these unique and out of the way destinations and wishes to share that information with 
people who like to explore throughout this beautiful land of ours. 

The Secrets to RMD’s (Required Minimum Distributions) (F) #241          Marcus Moran 
Tuesday 1 p.m. Feb 28 
 
 This class will explore Required Minimum Distributions. Many people are not aware of what exactly an RMD is, let 
alone how they can best maximize the value of these distributions.  This class will focus on making retirement planning 
easy without spending more money.  Learn the art of wealth preservation at this stage of your retirement as well as tips 
and trade secrets people use to expand a legacy and provide peace of mind. 

Living Through Forgiving (RS) #242     Rob Corbin 
Tuesday 1p.m. Feb 28 
 
This class will provide a moving and powerful story of lessons learned through tragedy. Rob’s story is sure to touch you, 

opening the path to deeper meaning and a new discovery of our true purpose. Rob will identify our greatest gift in life 

(also the least used) that prevents us from having better relationships. His lessons will help everyone attending on the 

powers of forgiveness, and how doing so opens the path to a more fulfilled life in so many different ways. Learn to use 

these gifts to cope with those with whom we may have conflict. His message can also help the healing process of those 

grieving the loss of a loved one. Rob’s remarkable story is an inspiration to all on how life’s blessings can come into our 

lives when we least expect it, even in the worst of adversity and challenges. Join us for an inspirational and very special 

heartfelt presentation  
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WEDNESDAY CLASSES 

Major AZ  Attractions (SS) #245      Jeff Reed 
Wednesday 10a.m. Jan 11 
 
This class will take us all over the State of Arizona – Jeff will talk about festivals, major attractions and events and 
everything our great state has to offer.  We’ll highlight Maricopa County, Phoenix and Tucson. Dr. Jeff Reed has traveled 
more than one million miles on escorted tours with seniors in Arizona. His travels with TJ's Travel Club for Seniors, which 
he founded over 25 years ago, have taken him to every corner of the State. Come learn his secrets! 

Tai Chi Essentials (HW) #246      Charlie Gill 
Wednesday 10a.m. Jan 11, 18, 25; Feb 1, 8, 15, 22; Mar 1  Limit 15 
 
Tai Chi Essentials provide many benefits which can be learned in a short period of time. It uses 5 basic postures and can 
improve balance, flexibility and digestion. Additional befits are: stress relief, integrated movement, improved 
awareness, correct breathing and a strengthen immune system. A student handbook will be provided. Wear 
comfortable clothing and shoes. Limit 15 

Tai Chi Ruler (HW) #247      Charlie Gill  
Wednesday 11a.m. Jan 11, 18, 25; Feb 1, 8, 15, 22; Mar 1   Limit 15                 

Although not connected to the martial art Tai Chi Chuan, the Tai Chi ruler uses movements and principles similar to that 
of Tai Chi.  Tai Chi Ruler practice is a very rare system of Qigong utilizing a specially designed wooden dowel or ruler that 
was derived from the shape of the ancient Chinese sword handle. The Tai Chi Ruler is an exercise done in continuous 
repetition with deep, slow breathing with the ruler held between the palms. Each exercise coordinates breath, mental 
and visual concentration with a basic tai chi like movements and physical pattern that shifts the body’s weight between 
both legs. 
Ruler training is flexible, in the sense that you can practice the movements for as little as a few minutes or much longer 
if you prefer. Consistency in your ruler training is the most important element as Qigong is a cumulative practice. With 
this exercise you will develop your core strength, flexibility and stamina.   
  
The Tai Chi Ruler has 3 levels; this class will begin with level One. Wear loose comfortable clothing and flat “court” 
shoes. Rulers and a course booklet will be supplied for the class.  Limit 15 

Arizona Law (F) #248       Robert Jeckel 
Wednesday 10a.m. Jan 11, 18, 25; Feb 1, 8, 15, 22; Mar 1 
 
This eight session course on Law, Wills, Trust, Estates and Disability will provide you with in-depth information about the 
subjects which most affect your life and your estate as a retiree. Learn the law through stories and examples. The class is 
fun, informative and interesting.  

Theosophy (RS) #249       Diana Warren, PhD 
Wednesday 1p.m. Jan 11, 18, 25 
 
The human passion for understanding ourselves and the world around us puts us on a quest for self-discovery.   Using a 
combination of science, philosophy and religion, theosophy provides a foundation for the spiritual journey and touches 
on Divine Unity, evolutionary purpose, life as consciousness, and unfolding our divine potential.  This class will provide 
an overview of several primary themes in theosophy and offer opportunities for further exploration. 
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Five Element Acupuncture:       Patricia Martin 
The Village of You, Your Body’s Organs and Responsibilities (HW) #250   
Wednesday 1p.m. Jan 11 
 
Back by request! 
This course once again delves into the stuff that makes Five Element Acupuncture, a Japanese style of acupuncture 
(which I, and few others, practice) REALLY interesting!  The Five Elements are Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal and Water.  The 
primary ten organs of the body are embodied in this philosophy, as each is a part of the human body known as your 
own personal Village.  You have a Supreme Commander (the Heart, what else), and High Ministers (the Liver, Spleen, 
Lungs, Kidneys), and their Assistant Officials (the Gall Bladder, Small Intestine, Stomach, Large Intestine and Urinary 
Bladder).  They all have their own color, flavor, emotions, seasons, cooking style, sound of voice and job to do.  Please 
join Patricia leading the class’s investigation into this fascinating insight to improving your health and longevity.  This 
course has a 12-page handout! 

The US Constitution: History and Relevance (SS) #251   Dr. Bonnie Saunders 
Wednesday 1:30p.m. Jan 11, 18, 25; Feb 1 
 
The Constitution, including all of its amendments, remains the most important and relevant document in the United 
States, even 230 years after it was first adopted in 1787.  Dr. Bonnie F. Saunders will lead a discussion on the 
Constitution, where it came from, how it came about, and why it remains so relevant.  Dr. Saunders is an adjunct 
instructor at Glendale Community College and has taught many R.I.S.E. courses over the past 18 years. 

Women Artists:  The Early Years (A) #253     Allen Reamer 

Wednesday 10a.m. Jan 25 

 

We will examine the lives and the art work of women artists.  Some may be familiar to us today, such as Baroque 
painter Judith Leyster or Marie Antoinette’s Rococo painter, Ann Vallayer-Coster.  Some are less familiar but all were 
successful excellent artists. We will begin with the Renaissance and continue until we run out of time. 

Writing Your Own Obituary (A) #254     Laura Lee Perkins 
 Wednesday 1p.m. Jan 25; Feb 8 
 
Would you like to have your obituary reflect what is important to you about your life, or do you want someone else to 
hastily create it within 24 hours after your passing? Most of us would prefer to be remembered using our own words. 
This class will include humor and a light-hearted approach and give you a format for the process. 

Life Reimagined (SS) #252      AARP  
Wednesday 10a.m. Jan 18     
 
Sometimes life takes you in a different direction than where you thought you’d go. But it’s 
never too late to make a change—and we can guide you. Now is the time for you to dust off a 
few dreams. At a free Life Reimagined Checkup you can: 
• Reflect on your goals and aspirations 
• Harness your underlying personal strengths 
• Get tools and inspiration to take the next step 
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The Anasazi and Beyond:       Allen Reamer 

Art and Architecture of the Prehistoric Southwest (A) #255    

Wednesday 10a.m. Feb 1 

 
The Southwest has a rich artistic culture. In this lecture we will begin with the art and architecture of the Anasazi and 
continue with the Hohokam, Mogollon, Fremont, Mimbres, and Sinagua cultures.  You will discover that many of these 
sites are a day trip of less from where you live.  If you have been to some or all of these sites, this talk may give you a 
deeper understanding of what you have seen.   

Digital Homeopathy  (HW) #256     Sandra Hickman 
Wednesday 10 a.m. Feb 8 
 
Digital Homeopathy is a truly amazing, cutting-edge technique that delivers remedies through sound waves versus 
traditional pill. Science has long established that all matter produce unique and complicated vibration signatures. 
Vibration is a language you naturally and unconsciously understand.  Quantum healing leverages this information to 
accelerate healing of your mind, body, and soul.  Homeopathy is information your body responds to by stimulating a 
healing response.  Digital sound remedies are the captured versions of the bioenergetic properties of the 
remedies.  When unique vibration signatures of remedies are played, people experience effects without having to 
swallow it.  The unique vibration signature is not typical medicine and no medical claims are intended or implied.  But, 
when the sound of the remedy is received by your body, amazing things can happen to accelerate your healing.  We 
believe what’s captured are bioenergetic properties of the substance that have their unique song.  This music may very 
well be the first non-addictive mood altering non-substance that addresses more than physical symptoms!  Traditional 
medicines are chemically produced, have risks of addiction, small print warnings containing potential nasty side-effects, 
and often fail to address whole body wellness. Digital remedies give you the ability to heal yourself naturally.  Digital 
Sound Remedies offer you the ability to deliver concentrated healing simply, quickly, and affordably.    

The History of Immigration & Immigration Laws in the US (SS) #257 Dr. Bonnie Saunders 
Wednesdays 1:30p.m. Feb 8, 15, 22; Mar 1  
 
Everyone in the United States is descended from immigrants to the western hemisphere, whether those ancestors came 
12,000-20,000 years ago, last week, or anytime in between.  What laws has Congress passed to 
address various immigration issues and concerns?  What are the similarities and differences between the perceptions 
and the realities of the immigrant experience of 100-200 years ago and those of today? 

eBay – Tips and Tricks for Selling and Buying (F) #258   Steven Kahn 
Wednesday 10a.m. Feb 15, 22 
 
Make extra money! Join eBay's site for free - it's easy to sign up. Buy, sell or clean out your garage and make some cash 
or just find great bargains. Learn inside tricks and strategies. Discover how to shoot great photos for your eBay page. 
Learn about auctions vs. buy it now and how to list your items. We will provide shipping hints and teach you to print 
your own labels - plus more. Shopping hints for buyers—yes, there are tricks to this game. This class is fun!  
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Life Redirected (HW) #259      Sandra Hickman 
Wednesday 1p.m. Feb 15, 22: Mar 1 
 
Recent discoveries about epigenetics and brain neuroplasticity have awakened our innate ability to heal and transform 
ourselves.  In this three part series, Sandra Hickman, MA, CCHT creates an engaging exploration into the broader 
aspects of how to make dramatic changes in your life.  With her enthusiastic and passionate style, she will walk you 
through various ways to look at yourself differently.  You will be encouraged to explore different techniques and 
approaches to take a fresh look at familiar ideas.  She builds on what you know, or what you think you know, and offers 
alternative views.  Her approach will empower you to relax, ease into your life, and view it as easy.  You will walk away 
with a fresh look at how you might redesign yourself into a version that serves you best.  You need not attend all three 
classes to enjoy this series. Three part series:      * The Inside Job:  It’s All About You * Recreating Your Reality:  The 
Outside Job * Activation:  Pushing the Start Button 

WITHOUT MERIT: THE DECSION BY THE UNITED STATES (SS) #260 Mark Brown 
TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 1936 OLYMPIC GAMES 
Wednesday 1 p.m. Feb 15 
 
By early 1936, conditions known at the time, reports from newspaper reporters on site and diplomats and the military 
on the sense, suggested there was enough evidence to imply the National Socialist Party, the Nazis, was ready to 
embark on a course of destruction, despair and devastation. 
One method to address growing concerns was to challenge German advances in the Rhineland in early 1936 and to 
boycott the 1936 Olympic Games, slated for Garmisch and Berlin. The promotion of these athletic contests among 
nations, from the Nazi’s vantage, was designed to quell international suspicion regarding their designs. While the United 
States eventually accepted an invitation to participate in these Games, the debate to boycott was intense and 
emotional. 
In the end, the decision-makers who committed the United States to the 1936 Games were ignorant of events in 
Germany at the time, which were well publicized, and, in vain, tried to separate sport from politics and political 
leanings. 
This course will outline arguments for and against sending an American team in Berlin and suggest that a successful 
boycott could have had international consequences. 

Reverse Mortgages – Separating Fact from Fiction (F)  #261  Rex Duffin 
Wednesday 1p.m. Mar 1 
 
What are Reverse Mortgages the options and how they can benefit you? If you or your loved ones are 62 or better this 
class is for you.  For many seniors their home is their largest asset.  Learn how a Reverse Mortgage can be used to tap 
into that asset to provide immediate cash. An income stream- a line of credit or combination of both.  We will also 
touch briefly on how the tax-free proceeds can be used as part of a comprehensive plan to provide financial security for 
seniors. We will be exploring the four myths about Reverse Mortgages and answer questions such as:  How is Reverse 
Mortgages different from standard home equity loans?  Why are they recently so popular? How your heirs will obtain 
inheritance will be discussed.  Whether you are considering a Reverse Mortgage for yourself or a family member this 
class will provide the in-depth information you should know.  Questions will be welcomed! 
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THURSDAY CLASSES 

Eight Ways to Make This the Healthiest Year of Your Life (HW) #265 Dr. Scott Timko 
Thursday 10a.m. Jan 12 
 
Hippocrates was quoted as saying, “A wise man ought to realize that health is his most valuable possession.” His 
statement is as pertinent now as it was over 2400 years ago. This presentation is a must for anyone looking to change 
the course of their health. Learn 4 things you must “stop” doing and 4 things you must “start” doing to reach optimal 
health and well-being. Make this the Healthiest Year of Your Life! 

How to Read Food Labels (HW) #266     Concetta Newman, RN  
Thursday 10a.m. Jan 12 
 
Have you ever wondered if the food you are buying is healthy and safe to eat? Do you know about GMO foods and the 
toxins in your personal care products? Join me for two classes in this informative and eye-opening adventure on reading 
labels wisely, and how to decipher what is really in your food, and the products you use every day.  
I will bring in some products, so we can all read the labels and compare it to healthier alternatives. 
I will also refer you to websites where you can learn more about this information and educate yourself. Remember…an 
informed and educated consumer is a WISE consumer. 
You can, and should, take charge of your own health…you are so worth it! 

Islamic Art and Civilization (A) #269     Paul Enea 

Thursday 10 a.m. Jan 19 

 

Islamic societies generated remarkable works of art, architecture, medicine, mathematics, astronomy, and literature.  
The religion of Islam is at the heart of Islamic civilization. This course provides a brief historical background of Islamic 
civilization through its religion and art.   

Paleo Eating (HW) #267      Jeannette Vaupel 
Thursday 1 p.m. Jan 12 
 
The current trend to eat according to the Paleo Diet has been featured in the media and touted as a way to achieve better 
health. Is this really the case? We will explore the pros and cons of eating as our long ago ancestors did. Comparison of 
our “modern” diet to the original nutrient-packed foods will be outlined and the consequences of being hungrier after 
eating and drinking instead of fully satisfied will be discussed. Does the % of protein, carbs & fat matter in each meal? Can 
health problems be lessened or resolved by this eating plan? This is a myth-busting presentation with practical 
information for enhancing your health! 

        
 Awakening to the Spiritual Destiny of America (RS) #268   James Ulness Ph.D. 
Thursday 1p.m. Jan 12 
 
Nations have a Shadow side just as persons do.  America has sunk into its dark side and will continue to do so until we 
wake up to our spiritual Ideal and have the courage and strength to do what it takes to establish it.  
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Xeriscaping for Sustainability (NS) #272     Heather Turrentine 
Thursday 10a.m Jan 26      
 
Are you interested in learning how to create a sustainable landscape in Arizona? Do you have questions about what a 
sustainable landscape is? Come to this presentation on Xeriscaping to learn how you can create an outdoor landscape 
that saves you time and money while conserving water and creates a beneficial habitat for plants and animals!  

Spring Equinox (HW) #274      Patricia Martin 
Thursday 10a.m. Feb 2  

An annual request: Oriental medicine and understanding each Equinox and Solstice treatment! 
Ahhh! Seasonal treatments, my favorite treatments in Five Element acupuncture.  The Spring equinox arrives March 
20th; its treatment harmonizes the Liver, which is the High Official of Making Plans, with its assistant, the Gall Bladder, 
known as the Minister of Carrying Out the Plans, so they can perform better within your Village, e.g., your own body. It’s 
important to make plans at the (seasonal) beginning of each year. These paired organs are harmonized so they can 
better nurture their ‘children’, the Heart (the Supreme Commander) and the Small Intestine, which come into 
‘adulthood’ at the time of the summer solstice…at which time they are harmonized to better nourish their children…and 
so on, throughout each year. Seasonal treatments are an important part of overall strengthening your immune system 
and improving your continuing good health.  

Diego Rivera:          Allen Reamer 

His art and his life with Frieda Kahlo and other women (A) #271   

Thursday 10a.m. Jan 26 

 

Diego Rivera today is best known as the husband of Frieda Kahlo.  During his life he was an international famous artist 
who was born and raised in Mexico.  You will learn that he and friends developed a new art style and you will see 
examples of this style.  He was best known for his murals.  You will also learn of the tremulous relationships Rivera had 
with a number of women.  We will begin with his birth and early art and continue until we run out of time.  We will 
discuss some of his art in great detail.  

Ralph Waldo Emerson and Adam Smith:      James Ulness Ph.D. 
Forerunners of the Future (RS) #270  
Thursday 1p.m. Jan 19, 26 
 
What America could be, and will be, if we choose to make it so. 

How to Read Personal Care Labels (HW) #273    Concetta Newman, RN  
Thursday 10a.m. Feb 2 
 
Have you ever wondered if the products you are using are safe?  What is in the shampoo you buy and the lotion you 
use? Join me for an informative and eye-opening adventure on reading labels wisely, and how to decipher what is really 
in the products you use every day.  
I will bring in products, so we can all read the labels and compare it to healthier alternatives. I will also refer you to 
websites where you can learn more about this information and educate yourself. Remember…an informed and educated 
consumer is a WISE consumer. You can, and should, take charge of your own health…you are so worth it! 
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Byzantine Art and Civilization (A) #277     Paul Enea 

Thursday 10 a.m. Feb 9 

 

Constantinople (now Istanbul) was the capital of the late Roman Empire, but its ethereal mosaics, ivories, icons, and 
architecture often depart from classical naturalism.  This course will discuss the most important structure from the 
Golden Age of Byzantine Art the construction of Hagia Sophia in Constantinople and San Vitale in Ravenna by Emperor 
Justinian, its mosaics, ivories, and icons. 

Healing Digestive Disorders…Naturally (HW) #276   Dr. Scott Timko 
Thursday 10a.m. Feb 9 
 
Without proper digestion and absorption of nutrients, your body can never reach optimal levels of health. In fact, most 
disease processes including diabetes, high cholesterol, heart disease, arthritis, autoimmunity and others, start because 
of poor digestion. In this lecture, we will review the digestive and eliminative processes and discuss natural ways to heal 
stomach and intestinal inflammation and restore integrity to the entire gastrointestinal system. So, whether it’s acid 
reflux, GERD, ulcers, irritable bowel, Celiac disease or any other gastrointestinal disorder, this is the class for you! 

The Role of Isis/Sophia/Mary       James Ulness Ph.D. 
for Our Spiritual Development Today (RS) #275   
Thursday 1p.m. Feb 2 
 
Each person must become conscious of the workings of the Eternal Feminine in their life if we are to raise ourselves and 
our civilization to higher levels. 

Universal Laws: The Law of Attraction (RS) #278   Diana Warren, PhD 
Thursday 1p.m. Feb 9, 16 
 
How can you live a better life by using the Law of Attraction?  How can you use it to make your desires become reality?  
Learn a practical process to attract into your experience what you desire and live joyfully doing it. 

Interactive Senior Workshop (HW) #279    Sylvia Butler, MBA 
Thursday 10a.m. Feb 16      Jennifer Goodrow 
         Laurie Fox, CSA   
          
This interactive group discussion with three Northwest Valley Professions in the health care fields, will answer all your 

questions regarding options for care for yourself and/or loved ones as you age; exploring all disciplines of the care 

continuum. This discussion will alleviate your anxiety for future needs regarding hospice care, assisted living, memory 

care, in-home services both medical and non-medical, including cost and who will pay for these services. A wealth of 

senior service information will be exchanged. If you want to know your options…this is a class you won’t want to miss! 
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Homeopathy 201: Homeopathic Cell Salts (HW) #281   Patricia Martin 
Thursday 10a.m. Feb 23 
 
I’ve taught several classes on homeopathy.  This is our first time looking at cell salts, otherwise known as tissue salts.  It 
is considered a small, but very important, aspect of homeopathy.  Simpler, not as complex, but, indeed, every bit as 
effective.  Homeopathy is a type of alternative medicine, still at this time readily available to the public, but, perhaps not 
so in the not-so-distant future because of the US FDA and AMA and le grande pharma…  I encourage you to learn of this 
method of natural medicine while it is still accessible.  It’s based on the twelve mineral compounds that are an integral 
part of the body and Doctor W.H. Schuessler’s view that if the body becomes deficient in any of these important 
minerals, an abnormal or diseased condition occurs.  This course will identify these twelve minerals and the deficiencies, 
which can be then be addressed and corrected.  
Recommended book: Natural Healing with Cell Salts compiled by Dr. Skye Weintraub, ISBN 1—885670-29-X. 
Suggested book: Facial Diagnosis of Cell Salt Deficiency by David R. Card, ISBN 1-890772-44-5 

Whole Body Cleansing and Detoxification (HW) #284   Dr. Scott Timko 
Thursday 10a.m. Mar 2 
 
Toxins are taking their toll on your health! Never before in human history has any group of people been exposed to 
more chemicals than those of us currently living in Western civilization. When these chemicals enter our body, they 
must be processed by our internal detoxification systems and eliminated. If not, then there can be serious health 
implications. Learn the symptoms of a toxic body and how to avoid or limit your exposure to these toxins as well as 
detoxification programs that will help rid yourself of these poisons. 

Water Conservation (NS) #282      Heather Turrentine 
Thursday 1 p.m. Feb 23  
 
Did you know that most of your household water is used outdoors? That’s right - up to 70% of your household water 
use isn’t even inside your home! Sign up for this presentation and learn some tips on how to efficiently water your 
landscape to save money. You will also learn how you can conserve water inside your home by implementing different 
techniques and technologies.   

Balancing the Eternal Feminine      James Ulness Ph.D. 
and the Eternal Masculine Archetypes in Our Lives (RS) #280   
Thursday 1p.m. Feb 9, 16 
 
The Eternal Feminine must work together in harmony with the Eternal Masculine in our consciousness if we are to 
evolve in a good and healthy way. 

The Two Best Ways to Face the Coming Changes (RS) #283   James Ulness Ph.D. 
Thursday 1p.m. Feb 23 
 
We must find the middle way between the “sugar and spice and everything nice” and the “doom and gloom” views of 
reality.  There are two best ways of doing so and we will review and discuss them in this class session.  
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Historical Gender Identification Roles      Laura Perkins 
in Native American Cultures (SS) #285 
Thursday 1p.m. Mar 2  
       
LGBT is not new.     Native Americans who lived alternate gender roles were often honored and celebrated for their 
differences. Described as highly intelligent and gifted in spiritual communication, they frequently assumed roles of 
shaman, priest, physician, and mediator. Terms used for gender-variant roles include berdache, two-spirited, third and 
fourth genders, winkte, joyas and more. In the United States, LGBT identities are estimated to comprise 10% of the 
population and historians believe this has always been true. Many of us have family members and friends who are just 
beginning to talk about these issues. Explore Native American wisdom through a new topic this summer. 

How Karma Works (RS) #286       James Ulness Ph.D. 
Thursday 1p.m. Mar 2 
 
An understanding of karma will make a quantum difference in our individual and social lives. 
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FRIDAY CLASSES 

The Physician in You (HW) #290      Dr. Greg McWhorter 
Friday 10a.m- 11:30a.m. Jan 13 
 
Learn to embrace the power of self-healing. Get information about self-help pain management, high blood pressure, 
diabetes, arthritis, weight loss and more. Learn self-help techniques during our class interactions and demonstrations 
and take home application. Learn how to trust the Physician in You by discovering your own innate intelligence. This is a 
fun, interactive, informative and empowering workshop series. Though each session is a stand-alone class, Dr. 
McWhorter will build on his previous workshop as you learn home skills you can use.  

What's Your Personality? (Myers-Briggs) (SS) 291   Dave Newman 
Friday 10a.m. Jan 20, 27 
  
 
Back by popular demand and now expanded to 2 sessions,  come discover your Personality Type as we take a rollicking 
romp through the fascinating and fun Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI).  The MBTI system was developed by Katharine 
Cook Briggs and her daughter Isabel Briggs Myers and is based on Carl Jung's typological theory. This initial class will 
present the history of the MBTI along with its theoretical aspects including: 
*Exploring the four scales that result in the 16 personality types.  *An overview of the 8 preferences (Extroversion, 
Introversion, Sensation, Intuition, Feeling, Thinking, Judging, & Perceiving)   
*David Keirsey's innovation of organizing the 16 types into 4 temperaments. *Criticism regarding the MBTI. *And, taking 
the test to determine your personality type. 
Your personality type is not the answer to everything....but it is a means to help you grow, achieve, and prosper 
throughout life. 
(Session #2) Now that you know your type & temperament we will "go deep" into its application & implications.   We'll 
examine how you can use the MBTI to not simply understand yourself (and tolerate others!), but also for choosing 
careers, recognizing learning styles, making sense of relationships, and its correlation with religious & political 
views.  Finally, we'll also explore how the MBTI can be used for achieving balance & advancing personal growth as you 
navigate through youth, midlife, retirement, and aging life stages. 

Chronic Pain: (HW) #293      Dr. Gerhart 
Natural Alternatives to Addictive Pain Killers By Dealing With Root Causes 
Friday 10 a.m. Feb 3 
 
 Learn about root causes of pain and learn about natural alternatives to pain medications. Rather than covering up the 
symptoms of pain, hear about options to remove the inflammation that causes pain. Each person with pain has a 
unique set of root causes that may be addressed with targeted blood work, nutrition, restful sleep, natural treatment 
modalities, addressing brain and neurological imbalances and considering plant based supplements. Learn new options 
to resolving chronic pain. 

Intro to Homeopathy Study Group (HW) #292   Debbie Noah, LAC, CCH, RSHom(NA) 
Friday 10a.m. Jan 20; Feb3;  Mar 3 
 
Monthly study group meetings led by Debbie Noah. This is a progressive class and does not cover material from back 
sessions. You are welcome to join the group but please know that you will have to play “catch up” on your own. Please 
be respectful of others and do not monopolize class time with questions pertaining to previous topics.  Limit 30 
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The Physician in You  (HW) #294     Dr. Greg McWhorter 
Friday 10a.m- 11:30a.m.  Feb 10 
 
Learn to embrace the power of self-healing. Get information about self-help pain management, high blood pressure, 
diabetes, arthritis, weight loss and more. Learn self-help techniques during our class interactions and demonstrations 
and take home application. Learn how to trust the Physician in You by discovering your own innate intelligence. This is a 
fun, interactive, informative and empowering workshop series. Though each session is a stand-alone class, Dr. 
McWhorter will build on his previous workshop as you learn home skills you can use.  

Spiritual Regression - My Visit to the Spiritual Realm (RS) #295  Dave Newman 
Friday 10 a.m. Feb 17 
 
In 2009, while browsing a Barnes & Noble, I stumbled across a book I hadn't read or even seen: "Destiny of Souls' by 
Michael Newton, Ph.D.  The subtitle, "New Case Studies of Life Between Lives," intrigued me.  So I bought it. The book 
was about how Master Hypnotherapist Dr. Newton, while regressing his clients to access memories of former lives, 
stumbled upon a discovery of enormous proportions: that it was possible to "see" into the spirit world through the 
mind's eye of his subjects while they were in a hypnotized or super-conscious state.  Clients were able to describe what 
their soul was doing in-between lives on Earth.  
I found the book fascinating.  Long a student of metaphysics, I already held the general spiritual belief of plan a life, live 
the life, review the life, lather, rinse, repeat.  But the book went into much more detail as supplied by Dr. Newton's 
clients during deep hypnosis.  
I had always wanted to get a reading from a psychic, medium, or similar but after finishing the book thought, "Why not 
get Spiritually Regressed and cut out the middle man/woman/psychic"?  And in September of 2015, after locating a 
hypnotherapist trained by Dr. Newton, I did. 
Please join me as I recount my hypnotic visit to the spiritual realm.  Topics will include meeting my spirit guide & soul 
group, identifying my soul mate, picking a physical body, my life purpose, the meaning of certain life events, meeting 
with the Council of Elders to receive spiritual guidance, and much more... 

Metabolism Problems: (HW) #296      Dr. Gerhart 
Natural Solutions by Dealing with Root Causes to  
address Thyroid, Fibromyalgia, Digestion and Weight Gain 
Friday 10 a.m. Feb 24 
 
Learn how our Metabolism impacts our total well-being. Each person has a unique set of root causes for chronic illness. 
Learn how symptoms can be addressed by developing an individualized plan that involves nutrition, sleep, exercise, 
imbalances in blood work, brain and gut issues, and natural treatment modalities. Learn how to regain energy and 
vitality naturally. 
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The Physician in You (HW) #298      Dr. Greg McWhorter 
Friday 10a.m- 11:30a.m.  Mar 10 
 
Learn to embrace the power of self-healing. Get information about self-help pain management, high blood pressure, 
diabetes, arthritis, weight loss and more. Learn self-help techniques during our class interactions and demonstrations 
and take home application. Learn how to trust the Physician in You by discovering your own innate intelligence. This is a 
fun, interactive, informative and empowering workshop series. Though each session is a stand-alone class, Dr. 
McWhorter will build on his previous workshop as you learn home skills you can use.    

End-of-Life Readiness workshop ** NOTE class times (HW) #297 Charlotte Fox 
Friday 10:30a.m.–12:00,  (break 12:00—1p.m.) 1p.m.–3p.m.  Mar 3       
 
Dying is a serious and complicated business.  None of us want to think about the day we are going to die, but our 
survivors will hope and pray that we do.  Because of Charlotte’s experiences and those of many others she met along the 
way, she was compelled to put together a comprehensive workbook to give people a guided tour for their end-of-life 
planning to help them avoid the horrific unintended consequences that unfinished planning creates. “And then there was 
one” is a 262-page workbook guide to aid in end-of-life planning. It is an all-in-one-place to map out wishes, list legal and 
financial affairs, pet provisions, and ease the way for survivors. It contains over 70 forms and comprehensive checklists 
that spell out what needs to be taken care of before and after a death. By making use of these forms and lists, you will 
have the tools necessary to engage in conversation with friends and family to implement your plans and have all the 
tools necessary to ease the transition of a life without you. Probate courts are inundated with cases resulting from a lack 
of planning.  Don’t let death catch you and your loved ones unprepared.  Scheduled speakers will include an attorney and 
a Hospice representative. 
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Folk and Bluegrass Music #300    Various Artists 
Wednesday  1p.m. Mar15 
 
We don’t know who and we don’t know how many but musicians from the Folk 
and Bluegrass Festival are coming to play at RISE. Join us for toe-tapping, hand-
clapping fun! 

COMMUNITY EVENTS 

These events are free and open to the public. 
Bring your friends and enjoy the afternoon. 

 

 

RISE members – please register. 
Guests - email/call Stacee to reserve your seat. 

stacee.himes@riosalado.edu  480.377.4296 
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      Non-fiction Book Club #901 

John Hjelm, facilitator. Meets the first Monday afternoon each month at 1 p.m. October through May. 
 

February 6th; March 6th 
 

Hooked on Books #902 

Ruth Dibene, facilitator. Meets on the 2nd and 4th Tuesday afternoons at 1p.m. September through May. 
The group reads fiction and non-fiction. Participation and new members welcome.  

 
January 10, 24; February 14, 28; March 14 

 

Cover to Cover #904 

Suzanne Parker, facilitator. This book club reads primarily fiction and is looking 
for those who love to read and discuss!   

Meets on the LAST Thursday of each month at 1 p.m. September through April. 
Dec 29th– Closed 

Jan 26th– Where it Hurts  Reed Farrel Coleman 
Feb 23rd– Unknown 

 
ALL BOOK CLUBS MEET AS STATED ABOVE, EXCEPT 

WHEN THE RIO SALADO CAMPUS IS CLOSED OR RISE IS ON BREAK 

Book 

Clubs at 

RISE 
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Name: Phone # 

Member #: Exp Date:    

  

Circle selected winter courses and Register on Friday, Dec 16th 9a.m. 

201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 

211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 

221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 

231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 

241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 

251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 

261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 

271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 

281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 

291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300 

301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 

311 312 313 314 315       
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Holli Bishop, Fire District Community Outreach Specialist comes to RISE to present the Matter of Balance series. She has 
won national awards for her outreach in our communities.  
 
Dr. William Blaker recently retired after a 30 year career as a research scientist and university professor, and has received 
teaching awards from Virginia Tech and Furman University. 
 
Mark Brown earned a BA in United States history from the University of Wisconsin-Superior and received MA in United 
States from Old Dominion University. Upon graduation, Mark worked for the city of Trenton, NJ, in formation of that city’s 
participation in the United States Bicentennial celebration, and later pursued a career in journalism. While working as a 
sports editor, Mark received Honorable Mention by the Associated Press Society of Ohio for his commentary. Currently, he is 
writing a scholarly account of the American decision to participate in the 1936 Olympics, and awarded a research grant in this 
area from Herbert Hoover Presidential Library. 
 
Sylvia Butler is a Community Relations Manager with Hospice of the West and has proudly helped patients and families at 
end of life for nearly 5 years. Sylvia has worked in the health care industry for over 30 years. Those years of service has 
included assisted living, memory care, skilled nursing, hospital and university education. Sylvia earned a MBA from the 
University of Phoenix with a minor in Health Care Administration. She has two daughters and is a native Phoenician.  She 
prides herself on helping others find the right help. 
 
Kim Childress is an occupational therapist who is eager to share her experiences with relfex integration. 
 
Robert Corbin is President of Safety First Financial and insurance solutions and specializes in fixed annuities for seniors to 
help his clients achieve safety of principal and competitive rates of return. 
Robert has personally sold over 200 million dollars in fixed annuities and is recognized as an authority on the subject. 
Robert has been seen on CBS, and heard on various radio programs. In addition he has authored various newspaper articles 
on the subject of annuities for focusing on the use of annuities to help for additional income and multiple tax benefits. 
Robert was given the high honor of becoming the featured advisor for a national publication "Senior Market Advisor" seen all 
over the country. 
 
Patricia Cyr considers her most valuable experience to be that of living with chronic health conditions, many of which are 
invisible to others. She was the Assistant Connecticut State Coordinator for the Interstitial Cystitis Association and also 
formed and conducted a medical-related support group. For over fifteen years, she has provided phone support to those with 
ovarian cancer via the Bloch Cancer Hotline and the 4th Angel Mentoring Program. Patricia has presented invisible illness 
topics via radio shows and health-related articles.  She is an author of a 2012 medical tips book. She has a passion for 
educating the public about the obstacles of invisible conditions. 
 
Rex Duffin entered the mortgage industry in 1978 and has been with Sun American Mortgage Company since 1984. With a 
background in FHA underwriting training, construction lending and Reverse Mortgages, Rex has abundant knowledge as a 
mortgage advisor. He joins RISE as a first time presenter. 
 
Terry and Lynn Dyer are volunteers for the Earth Science Museum Outreach program and are members of the 
Mineralogical Society of Arizona.  They enjoy sharing their love for the earth and all its wonderful creations.  
 
Paul Enea is a lifelong teacher, retiring as Professor of History from Delaware County Community College in 2008. Paul was 
honored as the recipient of the Distinguished Achievement Award from the Order of Sons of Italy in America and is the 
founder of the Center of Italian History and Culture. He is a snowbird in our sunny clime and a first time presenter at RISE. We 
welcome his expertise and knowledge. And, of course, his willingness to share with our RISE members. He will be joining us 
again next fall for additional art classes.  
 
 

PRESENTER BIOS 
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Robert Ferro is the Arizona Coordinator for the Association for Research and Enlightenment (A.R.E.) a non-profit interna-
tional organization dedicated to researching holistic modalities for personal growth. Bob holds an MBA in business manage-
ment with a minor in personnel psychology and personality types. As a member of A.R.E. since 1965, he held various leader-
ship positions and duties within the organization. Presently his duties include being the liaison between the Headquarters in 
Virginia Beach, VA and the Arizona A.R.E. Community. He is entrusted to spearhead programs, workshops, retreats and com-
munity functions on behalf of the A.R.E. Over the years Bob participated, and led, various research projects including; 
dreams, meditation, leadership development, group dynamics and the art of balanced living, primarily by implementing the 
volumes of information found in the psychic work of Edgar Cayce. 
 
Rose Ferro has an extensive background in the field of health care, ministry and transpersonal psychology. She initiated a 
career in nursing at the International Missionary Training Hospital in Ireland and pursued Theological studies in the Boston 
area. Rose holds certificates in Women’s Studies and Health & Wellness, awarded by ASU’s Center for Lifelong Learning. She 
is also a graduate of Rio Salado Community College Chemical Dependency Counseling program. Presently Rose is a member 
of the A.R.E. community core team, responsible for presenting programs and conducting Spirituality Groups, and she has 
been a RISE presenter for the last 8 years. 
 
Charlotte Fox is a 67-year old widow who faced many challenges when her husband died unexpectedly.  The pain of loss and 
not knowing what to do is overwhelming. While in counseling, she witnessed the financial and emotional mess that lack of 
planning created among many of her new friends and decided something had to be done to protect the survivors. She re-
cruited several professionals and compiled a workbook that would prevent the problems most are faced with upon the 
death of a loved one. She believes that planning for your death and having everything lined up for your survivors  is the best 
gift you can give to your family. Charlotte invites you to hold her hand as she helps you navigate through this maze. 
 
Laurie Fox has been in the non-medical field since 1999 in Maricopa County.  She is a Certified Senior Advisor (CSA); trained 
as a memory care trainer for Banner Alzheimer’s Institute as well as a facilitator for many of Duet’s (local 501 C-3) caregiver 
support groups.  She also serves on the Board of Directors of Sierra Winds in Peoria, is on the management team of the West 
Valley Professionals’ Roundtable and in addition is a facilitator of a large, women only, networking group in Sun City.  
 
Dr. Timothy Gerhart is Founder and Director of Renovare Peak Brain Performance and Wellness by Design. He has com-
pleted his second book on brain performance and will share researched based facts about brain and body health. 
 
Charlie Gill is the Director and Senior Instructor at the Southwest Center for Taoist Studies.  He is a 40+ year practitioner 
and over 30 years teaching experience in Tai Chi and Qigong.  Mr. Gill began his studies in Tucson Arizona.  After 10 years of 
study he moved to Phoenix, Arizona where, with his teachers permission, opened the Southwest Center for Taoist Stud-
ies.  Mr. Gill has studied with several masters here in the United States and has studied in China.  He teaches Tai Chi both as 
a martial art and a healing exercise.  He is currently focused on the healing aspects of Medical Qigong and has developed a 
system for improving bone density and is currently working on a Chinese Healing Exercise program for Parkinson’s disease. 
 
Jennifer Goodrow is the Admissions Coordinator, The Forum at Desert Harbor.  Jennifer is originally a Connecticut native, 
who began traveling at a young age.  This enabled her to discover her love for helping others!  For the past 22 years, she has 
been working in senior living communities including independent, assisted living, memory care and skilled nursing.   Jennifer 
is very compassionate, enjoys helping people through rough times and assisting people to make the best possible decision 
for their loved one. 
 
John Hartnedy received a Master of Theological Studies degree from the Franciscan School of Theology in 1997.  Franciscan 
School of Theology is a member school of the Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley, California.  His master's thesis on 
Nonviolence was approved in 1996.  Mr. Hartnedy taught at Bourgade Catholic High School in Phoenix from 1994-
2001.  Courses taught include:  Christology, Gospels, Church History, World Religions, Ethics, and Social Justice. He also 
taught Economics, World History, Government and Social Sciences.  From 2001-2004 Mr. Hartnedy worked at a non-profit 
providing housing for low-income individuals.  From 2005-2010, he operated a SuperShuttle Franchise.   
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Sandra Hickman, MA, CCHT is a Master Neuro-Linguistic Hypnotherapist® who is passionate about shining the light on 
something new and seeing what’s familiar from new perspectives.  By using a variety of techniques including hypnosis, neu-
rolinguistic programming, and energy therapies combined with curiosity, intuition and practicality, she is able to help people 
bridge the gap between what they know and what they think they know.  As owner of the Healing Intention Community, a 
healing arts clinic in Sun City, she creates space for people to accelerate healing and reinvent themselves.  Her teaching style 
is provocative, occasionally funny, and empowering.   Sandra holds a variety of healing arts certifications and is currently a 
candidate for her PhD and Doctorate in Natural Medicine. 
 
Ron Hoffman has always had a passion for music, incorporating it into every facet of his life. As a former science teacher 
in Jefferson County Schools, he inserted music into every class, introducing his students to a variety of music from around 
the world. In his spare time, Ron restores antique organs and is a volunteer naturalist and education coordinator at Roxo-
brough State Park.  
 
Robert Jeckel is a native of New Jersey and a practicing attorney in Sun City. He is a frequent speaker and college lecturer 
throughout the Phoenix area and is a returning presenter for RISE.  We value his experience, expertise and willingness to 
enrich our program with his knowledge.  
 
Steven Kahn has been teaching computer classes to beginners and seniors for over 18 years. He makes classes easy and 
fun with extreme patience. Steve speaks in plain, easy to understand, non-technical language and loves what he does - it 
shows during the classes! 
 
Jake Lenderking is the manager of water resources at EPCOR Water where he oversees the Company’s water rights and 
water conservation programs for the regulated utility operations in both Arizona and New Mexico.  Previous to his tenure at 
EPCOR Water, Jake worked in the Water Conservation Office at the City of Phoenix, and at the Arizona Department of Water 
Resources. 
 
Erika Lichter was born in Germany, and received her initial training there in physical fitness. She began her career in Flori-
da and gained considerable expertise working at several of the state’s most exclusive health clubs and spas. While there, she 
was also an exercise physiology consultant to a renowned endocrinologist.  
After coming to Houston in 1978, she continued her training in body work and massage therapy. In 1981, she received her 
certificate with the American Massage Therapy Association. To further her education, she went to china in 1988 to study 
traditional Chinese medicine. She works with ballet dancers, athletes, the elderly and many others to relieve muscular prob-
lems.  
Her skill in various massage techniques led her to begin private instruction in massage therapy. In 1986, she became regis-
tered with the State Health Department of Texas as a licensed instructor for massage therapy. 
Mrs. Lichter is a noted business woman and entrepreneur. She provides her students with many insights into the building of 
a thriving career. Her outstanding success rate attests to her skill in preparing students for their new careers as massage 
therapists. 
 
Shirley Mahood is a former teacher of English, public speaking and psychology. For the past twenty five years she has 
been leading workshops, teaching classes and doing retreats both here and in England. Her book MAKING OUR LIVES WORK, 
STRATEGIES TO LESSEN STRESS AND BUILD SELF-ESTEEM is the basis for her teachings. Shirley’s classes are a way of teaching 
people to take control of their lives.   
 
Patricia Martin, Dipl. Ac. (NCCAOM), a licensed acupuncturist is a 1994 graduate of the Florida School of Acupunc-
ture.  She has been on faculty at the Phoenix acupuncture school, active within the Arizona and Florida state Oriental medi-
cal associations and is a former Board Member of the Arizona Society of Oriental Medicine and Acupuncture (AzSOMA). She 
has a private practice in central Phoenix and the West Valley.  She has completed over 5,000 hours of continuing education 
courses since first becoming licensed. Since 2006, Patricia has been teaching at RISE and remains a member favorite.  
 
Dr. Greg McWhorter is a chiropractic/naturopathic doctor who has been in practice for 22 years. With a psychology de-
gree from A, and a Doctorate of Chiropractic from Palmer College of Chiropractic, Dr. McWhorter is also a fellow of the Inter-
national Academy of Clinical Acupuncture and a member of the Arizona Chiropractic Association. He has extensive post-
graduate training in Acupuncture, Clinical Nutrition, Kinesiology, Homeopathic Therapy and more.  
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Marcus Moran graduated from the University of Utah in 2001 with a Bachelor’s Degree in Organizational Communica-
tion. Prior to becoming a licensed insurance professional in 2013, Marcus spent 7 years in the Assisted Living Business in 
the Sun City area. It was during this time period that Marcus gained valuable and practical experience in the inner work-
ings of both Medicare and Long-Term Care, through helping families navigate the difficult process of enrolling their 
loved ones into assisted living facilities. Through his background in assisted living administration, Marcus also gained a 
keen awareness of the obstacles that may be present to Medicare and Long Term Care recipients. As a result, Marcus is 
dedicated to educating the senior community regarding their rights and options in the Medicare and Long Term Care 
fields, in order to effectively equip seniors with the information they need to be prepared.   
 
Concetta Newman, RN has been a nurse for 40+ years and has worked in several positions including Newborn/Premie 
Nursery, Occupational Health, Jail Nursing and worked with women/girls with Eating Disorders. 
Her passion is in Holistic, Alternative Health. She has studied Herbology, Nutrition and Supplements and has had 3 years 
of Homeopathy. She uses these modalities in her everyday life and is passionate about sharing what she knows with oth-
ers. She is a voracious reader on topics of Alternative Healing and Metaphysics. 
After losing her wonderful husband of 44 years, she contemplated on what she wanted to do with the rest of her life. 
She feels she has found a nice in teaching others what she has learned through the years about Natural Healing and be-
ing a health advocate. She is honored to be a first time presenter at RISE. 
 
Dave Newman has worn many hats: gardener, pool cleaner, grocery bagger, produce lug stacker, tutor, teachers’ 
aide, electrician, and quality control tech but never a butcher, baker, nor candlestick maker.   
He then found his true calling as a software developer which allowed him to become simultaneously self-employed and 
semi-retired at 27. In his early 30's life's mysteries such as "Who am I?" & "Why am I here?" gradually began occupying 
his mind eventually taking up permanent residence.  Finding answers led him to philosophy in general and metaphysics 
in particular.  Dave plans on living to 120 (minimum!) so stays fit by playing golf, weight training, and eating a healthy 
diet.  He's been known to make a mean clam chowder & bake a killer pecan pie. He filled his semi-retired free time by 
volunteering at homeless shelters, libraries, rehabs, non-profit organizations, and food banks among others. 
He's a true native Californian but moved to AZ in 2012 to assist with caring for his disabled mother. He takes a certain 
amount of pride in being fashion dysfunctional, “follicly” challenged, and pop-culture illiterate. Dave's also a lifelong stu-
dent having completed over 200 units of college work.  Unfortunately, 
no school offered a degree in "having fun" so he never graduated.  
 
Laura Lee Perkins, MS is an experienced RISE instructor whose classes are always popular. As a widely published au-
thor, counselor and musician, Perkins loves to share her experiences with RISE students! 
 
Allen Wood Reamer was fortunate to be born into a long line of artists.  He has also been fortunate to know what he 
wanted to do at a young age and be able to do it.  He received a B.A. in art, a Masters of Fine Arts degree in sculpture. 
His post-graduate work is in art history and education.  Allen developed and taught a great variety of studio art and art 
history courses for thirty-two years before coming to Arizona. During this time he was the president of the District of 
Columbia Art Education Association for ten years and very active for a decade with the National Art Education Associa-
tion in the areas of curriculum and assessment. He has been a member or chair of a number of art related boards and 
has gratefully been recognized in a variety of ways including art teacher of the year, a fellowship to China, and upon re-
tiring, letters from a number of politicians. 
 
Dr. Jeff Reed is a retired gerontologist and founder of TJ's Travel Club for Seniors. He draws on his experiences while 
traveling over one million miles throughout Arizona with the Travel Club he founded twenty-some years ago. Jeff prides 
himself on knowing about unique and out of the way destinations and experiences and enjoys sharing that information 
with people who like to explore this beautiful land of ours. 
 
Dr. Bonnie Saunders teaches history at Glendale Community College and joins us at RISE for classes in Foreign Policy 
and the Middle East. Her Ph.D. focused on U.S. policy in the Middle East and she has published a book on a CIA plot to 
overthrow the Syrian government in 1957. She has shared her knowledge with RISE members since 1999. She also 
serves on the RISE Curriculum Committee.  
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Janet Teeguarden is a retired Professor of Mathematics with over 50 years of teaching experience. She has received nu-
merous awards over the years for excellence in teaching and outstanding service. Janet joins us at RISE to share her love of 
mathematics! 
 
Dr. Scott Timko has over 20 years of experience helping thousands of patients to regain and maintain optimal health. 
Along with his Doctor of Chiropractic degree, he has taken hundreds of hours of continuing education to further his 
knowledge in the fields of Chiropractic, Rehabilitation, and Clinical Nutrition. See more about Dr. Timko and this class at 
http://timkochiropractic.com/classes.html  
 
Kris Tualla, a dynamic award-winning and internationally published author of historical romance and suspense, has created 
a dynasty with The Hansen Series. An active member of Romance Writers of America, the Historical Novel Society, and Sis-
ters in Crime, she was also a guest instructor at the Virginia G. Piper Center for Creative Writing at Arizona State University. 

 

Heather Turrentine is a Water Resource Analyst for EPCOR Water where she coordinates water conservation programs 
and services for customers.  She holds a Bachelor’s of Science in Environmental Science & Policy and a Master’s of Science in 
Sustainability, with a focus on conservation psychology. She is passionate about helping people find ways to reduce their en-
vironmental impacts. 
 

James Ulness, long-time professor of Psychology at Concordia College in Moorhead, Minnesota, integrated the best of main 
stream psychology with Humanistic and Transpersonal Psychology.  The depth psychology of Carl Jung, the evolutionary per-
spective of Teilhard de Chardin, the process reality of Whitehead, the implications of quantum physics, and the spiritual sci-
ence of Rudolf Steiner along with an avid interest in parapsychology has provided Dr. Ulness with a unique background for 
understanding a wide range of unusual phenomena.  He has helped many people find meaning in their often highly disturb-
ing, psychic, mystical, and spiritual experiences and integrate them into healthier ego personality functioning. Dr. Ulness has 
also studied extensively the workings of secret brotherhoods and is helping various groups understand more deeply the rela-
tionship between human nature and the social order so that they are better equipped to create a world freer of fear and vio-
lence. 
 
Jeannette Vaupel, RN, BSN, LMT After holding several nursing positions in acute care, Jeannette became a massage thera-
pist and entered private practice. This led to teaching anatomy & physiology along with seeing clients. From 1993 – 2007 
Jeannette owned, directed and instructed at Northern Prairie School of Therapeutic Massage & Bodywork in Sycamore, IL. 
After closing the school, she taught in the massage program at Kishwaukee College from 2008-2014. Jeannette has present-
ed hundreds of nutrition and health talks to professionals and the general public in Illinois and Arizona.  
Her focus on essential oils began in the early 90’s and more recently she has created products using medical grade oils for 
enhancing immune function as well as giving relief from pain, headaches, anxiety, depression, sore muscles, etc. 
 
Rick Wambach graduated from Marquette University in 1960 and went exploring on the Navajo Reservation in Arizona. 
Over the next 50 plus years, he worked with Arizona Indians in Phoenix and on reservations in many capacities—from teach-
ing, coaching, counseling, to advising “survival skills.” For over 20 years, he served as a guide at the Heard Museum in Phoe-
nix and the River of Time Museum in Fountain Hills. He retired from the Phoenix Union High School System in 1996, but not 
from his interest in the Indians of the Southwest. 
 
Diana Warren, Ph.D., hails from Pennsylvania and Michigan. Before retiring, she worked in business and education. She 
has a M.A in Human Development/Gerontology, and a Ph.D. in Religious Studies and has taught religion, ethics, psychology 
and esoteric wisdom. She loves teaching, travel, dance, music and books.  
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